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I. I N'TFOBUC TI n N * N!T "PACKOROUN
Priority queues are inplererted by using h ^ep, k-ary
tree, *ir.~ly linked list, leftist tree, linked tree, AVI
tree, ?—2 tr°° a r. d fixed priority p r on e r t y in this res°ar~o.
In ordar tc understand how these implemented methods work, a
reader needs to be familiar with the following concepts.
^ata typs is a ter^ which r?f D r« tc the kinds cf data
tfa
a
r variables may hold in a program. The si ^n lest data
types are the fixed-point values, floating-point numbers,
lexical values, ar.d characters all represented as s°o'j or, rps
r f v i t s . 1 h e
^
= elementary data t v n e c are considered tc be
primitive data structures. However, to provide for
r re ces c ir.g n f ""or 3 complex information, it is necessary tc
construct '-ere complicated data structures tc serve ? s the
Internal representation of the information.
Tata object is a tern referring tc 3 set cf elements,
say D. ?cr examrle the data object integer refers to
D={0 f +l,±2 f . . .} . T may be finite 0^ infinite and if r is
'jepy larze s o ° c i a 1 ways of reorese^tir^r i r s ele r" cr ts in a
c cmpu t e r may be neeied.
A cata st"u_ct_ure can be defined as, the description of
the 5 e t cf objects and, tbe specification r^f t u e set c <*
operations whicn may legally be applied, to elements of tbe
data object. Tor integers, tb =T, e would be the arithmetic
operations -, -,•',/ and perhaps many others sue'", ^s mod, div,
greater than, less tear, etc. The data object integer plus a

Inscription of how +,-,*,/, etc. behav= constitutes a data
5trTlc ture iefinition r 14"i . Data structures ar a designed to
meet two basic requirements:
i) To represent trie external information in a unique ar.d
unambiguous fashion.
ii) Tc facilate efficient manipulation of the date by the
computer [13 1 .
A ncde(usually called a record rr a structure) is a
collection of lata and links. Each Iter in a node is called
a field. A field can -en tain ar. a rr a Drimitive data
of r o i a s connected by
Khich there are no lccns and has a rcct(i.e., a
h ^a >,y foil owi ng
Items, such as a character string, integer value, float!
point value, or it can contain a printer to anctfc
node [13]. 6-
_lr - e is e grapn (se
edges) i
nCAa * rcr- which every other node car be reache
the edees in their crcrer directions).
T-ees era a scecies of nonlinear str"~ture of
considerable Importance in computer srier.~e, partly because
they proviae natural representat i ens for many sorts of
nested data t u at occur in computer applications, and partly
because they are useful in solving a vide variety of
algorithmic orchlems. There a-e several varieties cf tr = es
which ~an be defined in a representation-independent manner.
The particular one which will b^ more interested in this
research is binary t r e c s :
A binary tresis a finite set cf elements, -ailed -odes,
which is empty or else satisfies the following:

i) There is 5 lis tinffui shed node called the root, ?ni
ii) the remaining nodes are divided into two disjoint
subsets, L ana R, each of which is a binary tree.
L is t v e left subtree of the root and ?. is the right
subtree of the root [!?] .
Pirary trees are represented on rarer, by diagrams such
as the cr. c in figure 1. If a r. cde w is the rcrt of the
left(right) subtree of a node v, w is the left( right) chili
of v and v is the rar-^nt cr father of w. 4 leaf in a tree is
a rode which na s no d e s c e r i * r t s . Leaves can ^ 1 s be called
terminal rcies or external nodes, while nonleaves will he
called internal nodes. The decree of a node in a tree is the
3 un* d*> r r ^ <; * • v t -r = c c; i_ * ^^c _ Th ° 1 e ' r ° "* c ^ t '" a ^^r^ i 5 ^ ard
level of any c: u.er node is one plus the level c f its ^ ~ r e ^ r .
_,
~= h g j eh t ( 5 jno t i ~ e s called t ^ = d e "o t h ) cf ? tree is t w =
m a x imum c ^ the levels of its leaves. .* ^-"^joto binary tree
is a binary tree with leaves en at most two adjacent lev-- is
^ — 1 a^i d i r w h i c fc th° leaves at the botto*rmost 1 ° v ° 1 i 1 i °
in the leftmost positions of d L13] . The second binary tree
in firure 1 is corplete binary tree, balanced, bin.





Stacks and a ueus s are sequences of iter. s , which c r ?
permuted to ?row and contract only by following special
disciplines for addict and. removing items at their — n d
points
.
I" a stack , all in
s
crtiO"; and deletions are done at only
one end of a sequence. Stacks have the property that the
las* iter inserted is r r.e first iter that ca^ he removed e~d
for this reason, the;/ are sometimes called LIFO lists, after
this " 1 as t -i n , f i r s t-ou
t
" property.
In a queue, all insertions are done at one end, railed the
rear cr ba n >. a n d all deletions are do^e at the other end,
called *" r c r t . Cueu e s have the oronerty that the first item
icsprted is *h c; first it ™" trat ^ a ^ ~ e removed a ^ d for this
reason, they are sc^eti^es called 7 1 F r lists, after this




~"cii", i tl T,' r r o v i d e a
linear crder f c r their items corresponding tc their crc = r
g j arrival . Thus, c ueu e s are used where we wish to ^recess
i r e-s under a " f irst- n <~ n?o , f irs t-servsd" disciplire[13"! .
In addition tc LIFO and FIFO iisciplines there is a
"la r-"= c *-i n first — cut" disc inline. ' data s tr ,, '~ ture which





.T IS J. PRIORITY CUTTUS
I priority queue is a lata structure whic^i holds lata
iters with an associated priority. Items ran b= ir.s c rteo in
the priority queue in an arbitrary order hut at any given
time only *r 3 i'e"1 with the highest priority in the priority
queue may v ° = ,, " o 5^5i or deleted, for precisely, if C is a
pricri" 1/ queue and X is an iter cort ?ir.ir.~ a priority fro- a
' • r 3j-> i '--r-'jar.aH c
- 1 ^ r = ^ ^cllcwlrr' o r — r a t i o ^ ^ a r - i — ^i^^d;
Create() Create a^ empty priority queue.
I STtua ( C ) • • . . 1es T whether a orioritv aueue is e-^ty.
Insert (X ,C) . . fcdd iter X to the collection of iters ir C
relet a ^0)«»«. D:ir '""= t u e i t am wit*1 t h = '~ * d^ ^ ^ t ^ri r ri t ",T
or the r . If Z is emn t v then o e 1 = r e C
75
- s t ( C
N H ° tu r 3 + w ° item w i t ^ t h - h i rjh ° s * r r i r r i t
"
Pfunc(Z) Compute the priority of the it - X.
r pr,ac are ~" o c 1 1 v u c> e d to i^rle^e^t orioritv c u eu ? s . a. ^
it w i 1 L t c s = en in toe next chsoters, rede rer, "^ser^etiors
are assured to cor t air only a priority field, ^rirt^rs to
another coaes, and sore integer fields. But, in fact, ir
aiiiti 01- l n this information, th ~r° -°zy >e other pieces of
information or pointers to particular events or ;'ohs which
kayg iq Vg executed. A. rode structure ir. a nriority cueue
c
a
g b e in t. n e form:








i 1 1 4
where the XI Y field certains the priority of the it am , a-d
12

field 'I' contains either data, Events or jobs which have tc
*>o oT°rut ?i i In hi° r> clc iJlstio Ti of a st^T*3 ? rpouirerert '^r
each ret hoc in the following section, 'I' will v = used tc
in iicate the si ? e cf either lata , events cr jobs. \ uxi lli?rv
Information fie 11 contains ocir. t a rs tc another nodes,
counts, balance 'actor,... etc., which prcviie to raintain
tee Driority aue\:e structure.
1c

B. PRIORITY QUEUE APPLICATIONS
Priority queues can tie used in sorting and selection
problems. The id = a of selection sorting is tc fill the
priority queue usinr successive 'insert' operations, and
then emptying the queue by using 'delete' crerati o^s
~apaa* eily
[
a ] . An algorithm for this application of a
priority queue has beer given below where C is the priority
q u a u e
.
Input: An array A c f N iters.
Output: Array 8. sorted into nor. increasing orc°r.
re? i=i tc h : r
i r s a r t ( Q , A [ i ] ) » ( :;' a i d a- [ i ] to tne collection*)
(* cf ite^s in Z. *)
7C? 1=1 to :J DC
.' [i] :=delete(Q ) J (* put the it en with highest priority*)
( * into output e r e a . :;: )
Priority queues also arise la certain numerical
iterations. One scheme for adaptive quadrature maintains a
priority queue o: subinterval whose union constitutes the
interval of integration? each subinterval is labeled with
the es^ima^eo. error committed in the numerical integration
over it. I ^ each s t e n of the iteration, the subirterval with
the lar :*as* erro** is removed from the queue and bisected.
14

Then the "ureri^al integration is rerfor~ed cv°r these t v o
smaller suhintervals , which are inserted into the queue. The
iteration stoos when the total estimated error is reduced
below a prescribed tolerance [3]
.
An obvious application of priority queues is in
operating and industrial practice ? r r the scheduling of jobs
a ?"ordin? to fixed priorities. In this situation jobs with
priorities attached enter a system, and the job of highest
priority is always toe ^ext to be evented. But, in order to
ore vent a low-priority job from being delayed indefinitely,
the restriction to fixed priorities may be viol a ted [3],
Priority queues also improve the efficiency cf sore
well-known jraoh algorithms. In KrusVal's algorithm for
computing minunum spanning trees (a minumum spanning t~e Q is
a network of n codes connected by ed^es with least cost,
where the cost of a network is t w e sum of distar r =s r f its
ed^es), the procedure of sorting all edges ard then scanning
through the sorted list ^a^ be reolac=d t^y inserting all
edires into a priority queue and then successively deleting
the smallest edge[2,4l. Similar applications h?v c been found
for priority queues in shortest path problems which commonly
arise on networks [4,5,6], An algorithm in a pa s^el-liie
language for computing spanning tr° Q by using 2 priority
cueue has been given below, where 5 is the set n f edses in
the minumum spanning tree and C 1*=. a priority aueue.
15

Input: Se* cf <=d?es °?ch having a cost value assc^ictea
w it.1: it.
n ut*:ut: Set of ad£r = s which satisfy minumum spanning tree
property.
BEGIN
&=[]; (* C is initially empty. :;; )
TCP i=l to N EC
irsert (C .edge i)» (* add edge i tc the cclle^tic- *)
(* cf edges in C. *)
FOB i=l tc N 10
edge=delete(C)T (* remove tee edge with minumum cost.*)
IT e"!g° can ce 5dded tc G without forming a lcor T TJT''
G=G A sdgej ( :;'add edge to the collection of ed^es
(* in G. *)
en r
.
Priori*/ queues can also oe used in the implementations
cf hrar.ch-ar.i-'r cur.d algorithm. In. particular they er = used
? c Implement tee 'b e st-first' strategy (als^ known as
branching from the largest upper bound; [161.
Finally, Charters' rrire number ^e^eratcr uses a
prioritv cueue irx a scheme to rsduc, its internal storage
requirements L4 ,3] . 3. L. Tox has mentioned that priority
aueues a: 3 useful in implementing sere discrete programming
algorithms [3 ,4r] .
ie

II. IMPLEMENTATION AND THE WORST CASE ANALYSIS
In this section of the research, priority aueue is
implemented by using a property of Hssd, K-ary tree, Single
linked-list , Leftist tree, Linked tree, AVL-tree, ?-? tree,
and Fix priority. A node structure and brief algorithm for
each ret nod das b e Q r £* i v = r •
An addition to these -net nods indicated above, a crier ity
queue scheme car. also "be implemented by using a P-tree
structure which was discovered in l n54 by Arne Jcrassen and
Ole—Johan Dahl and a bi r,.^"-iel queue structure which was
discovered in 1975 by Jear. Vuillemin [2], An implementation
and d°t q il a
"
a lysis of a binomial cueue structure has been
stuiied by Brown Marl* p. ebb in in bis Ph. T. Thesis at
Stanford University.
The analysis of al^rcritbns i c ouit° important in
computer rro::ra~~ir. s, because tb r o ' are usually several
algorithms available for a particular application and ve
would like to know which is best.
a^ irr^jcr-jrts^ method in this research T, eouir cc various
amounts of storage and time to perform it. In this section,
the amount of snakes required t n ^tcr° N itai^s in a computer
has been ce r err, inec for each method. The worst case
efficl°rcy c^ a priority cueu = s r> h'2rr,= is defined i*1 terms r f
*re cumoer of inter—key comparisons and exchanges during an




. o »- .= •" j 1 1 y , a method which u s s s a b i
n
h r y t r - e structure
lake [l0£ Nj r i-e to execute. Because, they ere usually
implemented as a recursive procedures, and they call itself
recursively at rost as ve-^j ti^es as the height of a tree
wilier, is ecual to [lo& Nj if a tree is balanced.
ITVV A: The height of a complete binary tree with N rcies is
eoual to [lo?^ *lj .
?-0 n 7: A cc^rlete binary tree of height h has at mest 2
external nodes. Therefore, the number of i eternal nodes, n,
is "bou"i c i above by n <= 2h -l (sin^e the r unber nf internal
ncc.*=s is a sum of the f^rm 1 •4-?+4 j-. . . + - ~ , which is a
2 a : - e t r i c series with s urn 7 1 - 1 )
.
total r umber of
h h+1
nodes, N, is boundea by ? <= N <= ° -1. "nor this
h+l




Si^ce esch execution of a recursive procedure r ecu ires a
fix number of inter-key comparisons (G ) , and exchanges (F)
,





3 ic v, s"?95 in the worst case.




DEFINITION; A hea? is a binary tree with sor*e srecial
properties. A tree is a heap if an-?, cnly if it satisfies the
following renditions.
1) All internal nodes (wi th one possible . exception ) ^dv°
decree 2, and at level a-1 (where 'd ' is the depth of
the tree 1* the leaves are ell to the right of the
internal s odes. The right ^est Internal at level d-1
ray have d Qgree 1 (with no right son).
2) The priority at any node is greater t w ar or equal to
the priority at zs^r. of its so^s (if it has any
sen) [12] .
IMPLEMENTATION: Heaps are not difficult to implement. A data
structure array is us°d tn implement t v e heaps. If A is an
arrav, and n is the siz° of the array then the locations of
A are rur"D Q red ^t or 1 to n. This T,,irT'beri r, -T r>n pT"atio r' l c ^ cr?
automatically hy the computer when t ,r e array is created. Th =
Integer value 'i' is used as a^ index to refer to the i 'th
location of the array, (where 1 <^= i <= n)
These locations of the array oar he r°r, rps c rt°d as a
nods i r t 1" hirarv tr = o . T '•" i s numbering is done from left to
right and level by level ("beginning with the root 1!, and




If th e a r r3 y A is us 1?! tc i"r!T)l o,r' a r t the h e3 p • the s a ° c ^ d
condition in the definition of the heap can h e formalized ^s
fellows :
A [i] >= i [?i] , and
A[i] ^= h [2i+l] for (1 < = i < = j/2)
where j is the cunber of iters in the hear.
7 i^ure 3(a) i 11 u s tra r es the binary tre° r c, pres° r ta ti o r of
the hear with 10 items in it. 'h N illustrates the array





INr SE?TI">N : let's suppose ar array » is already created ard
index i is set to 1 to indicate the current last position of
the heap. To insert the new iteT, ^irst put it into current
last position in the array and call SIETU 15 to satisfy heap
pronerty. The algorithm for the siftup otocpss is given
"below. Figure 4 illustrates the insertion
'
process.
PROCEDURE SIFTUP (i )
/* Adjust the binary tree wit'-: the last positio
satisfy the neap property */
I? i <= 1 THEN exit
ELSE
I' d[l] is greater than its father THEN
BEGIN
exchange A [i] and its father,




Figure 4. After insertion of priority S into figure 3(a)
21

DELETION: The highest nriority item is always at the
root. Save it in another place and put the last item in the
first position. Decrease the number of items in the heap by
1, and call procedure siftdown to satisfy the heap property.
The algorithm for siftdown is ?iven below. Figure 5
illustrates the deletion process.
PROCEDURE SIFTDOWN (i,k)
/* Adjust the binary tree with root i and the last position
V: to satisfy the zee? property. The left and right subtrees
of root 'i',i.e. f with roots 2i and 21 4-! already satisfy the
heap property. */
IE i is a leaf node T^EN exit
ELSE
Fled largest sen of 'i'
IE ttas largest son is greater than A [i
PEC I N
exchange the largest son and «. [il




Figure 5. ftfter deletion of highest priority from figure 2 'a

A heap property is usually used In heapsort algorithm
which sorts ^re sequence of length n. A. heaps or t algorithr
is slightly different frcr- a heap algorithm which is us=^ to
Implement a priority queues in this research. Let- A he an
array initially containing *eys r i , 7 2 , ^3 ,....K nin
locations A[l], K [?] , K [n] . Ar. algorithm heapsort which
is given below tak:=s th e array A as ar input and sorts its
keys into nondecreasing order. Heapsort algorithm takes
0(nlog r. ) ^teps to scrt all sequences of length r [l] .
PROCEDURE RIArSCPT
/* This *s the conplet 3 heapsort algorithm which ta'^es ar
array cf elements A[i], 1 <= i <= n as an input arc arranges




FOT? i=n ST7? -1 UNTIL 2 TO




/* This procedure taxes an ar^ay of elements All], 1 <
n and gives all cf A t*e neap property. */





nEA? INSERTION VORST C 4 SE ANALYSIS: Sunoose a "binary tree
with N'-l ite~s in it Which already satisfy the heap
property. In the insertion process the worst ^ a s e occurs if
the priority of the new iter is bigger than the priority of
r he root. The number of key exchanges and the key comparison
required to fini the rr^oer position for. the newly inserted
1*5^ would he equal to the height of the tree. Because, at
each level there would De one key comparison and one key
exchanges between children and its father. In the worst
~ase, the new iter would cc* to nest in a root, ana the
height of tne tree would he equal to [l oe"2 *J J after
insertion. These comparisons and Q xcha-i*es ar<= handled by
procedur a siftup and orccedure siftup rails itself




EEA? rSLETION WORST CASE ANALYSIS: If the height of the tr°e
is equal to d= [log Nj after the deletion of the highestk 2 ^
item, the number of key comparisons which would he done K y
procedure siftdown, will he equal t^ 2d. This is because the
rightmost iter at the bottommost level had been roved tc the
noot and has to be sifted down to satisfy the heap property
after deletion. At each run of the procedure siftdown, there
would be two V.ey comparisons? one between left and right son
tc find tne bigger sen and one between the bigger sen and
its father. The worst case occurs if the iter at the noot
comes tc rest in a leaf at the bott^T^st level, which in
24

this rase procedure siftdown calls itself recursivly at nc = t
3 tires.
The r.urter of key exchar.£ oc would be equal tc 3+1?
because the item at the root could be exchanged with bigger
chili cf it along any downward path at most d times before
coming to rest, ana one exchange has been, done between the
first end last iters before the siftdown process.
STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR A. HEAP: P hea 71 uses an array to held
a priority of an iter. A. potential drawback of heaps is that
they require a sufficiently lar?? bloc* of contiguous
storage to oe allocated ir. advance? because the siz° of the
queue at any given r i~-e is not fcnown and an array as big as
the paximur size of the queue has to be allocated. At ary
eriver tiire, if there are N iters ir. the queue, reouired
total st^ra^e would ds equal to \; units for priority fields
and N*I units space for the information where, I is the size




DEFINITION: A i-ary trees are a generalization cf binary
trees. A £-ary tree is a finite set of elements called
r.oaes, which is empty or else satisfies tne following:
i) There is a distinguished node called' the root, and
i i ) tne remaining nodes are divided into & aisjoint
subsets, eacn of wnicn is a K-ary tree Ll2 ] .
The priority at any node is greater than or equal tc tne
priority at eacn of its sons (if it nas any).
IMPLEMENTATION: Implementation of the fc-ary trass is very
similar to tne implementation of tne neaps. An array is also
used to Implement ncaes in tne k-ary tree. Tne numbering cf
nodes in tne -i-ary tree is illustrated in figure 6.
Figure 5
If A is an array and there are n iters in it. location
A L n - 1 ] contains zerc as a terminal symbol tc inn i cat: the

successor position of the last item in the &-ary tree. This
terrinate symbol is used in deletion process.
Figure 7(c) illustrates the complete 4-ary tree with 10





Since the number of nodes on tne successive levels cf a
9
conplete fc-ary tree follows a geometric progression 1, a, k,
3
k , the relations shown celcw can be uS5i to compute the
parents, and tne children, with tne proviso that, for a none
tc exist, its node number must lie in tne ranpe 1 to N,
where N is tne total number of nodes in tne tree.

i) parent (n) = (n + k -Z) iiv k
2) ith child of(n) = k(n -1 ) + 1 + 1 (for K=i<=k)
PROOF:
for 2-ary tree:
i) parent (n)=(n +2-2) iiv 2 = n iiv 2
ii) left child of(n)= 2 (n-l) + 1 + 1 = 2n
iii) right chili of(n)=2(n-l) + 2 + 1 - 2n + 1
The relation (ii) can ce proved by induction on n;
For n=l, ciearly the left chili is at 2 unless 2 > A in
which case i has no left child.
Now assume that for all j, 1 C= j < n, left chila(j) is
at 2J .
Ihen, the two nodes ircirediately preceding left child of (n)
in the representation ere the rignt child of (n-1), ard trie
left chile of (n-l). The left child c^ n can be obtained by
adding 2 to the left child of (n-l) ;
2(n-l ) + 2 = 2n - 2 + 2 - 2n
unless 2n > SI in which case n has no left child.
Relation (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii) ar.d
the numbering of nodes on the sarre level from left to right.
Relation (i) follows frcm (ii) and (iii). This is true
iecause of a characteristic of the 'div' operation on
integers. I.e., parent(2n)=2n div 2=c and (2n + l) div 2=n
,
where operation n div k can be defined as the floor of n/k,





i) parent (n)=(n+k-2) div k
ii) first chili of (n)=k(n-l) * 1 + l=k(n-l) + 2
ill) I 'tii child of (n)=k(n-l) - i - 1 (for i <= i <= k)
The relation (ii) can be proved by induction on n, oy
following the same method as above.
For n=l, clearly the left child is at 2 (St (1-1) +2=2)
unless 2 > :. in which case 1 has no left child.
Now assume that for ail j , 1 <= j C n, the first child of
( j) is at fc(j-l )+2.
Then, the St nodes immediately preceding the first child of
(n) in the representation are the k'th child of (n-1), the
(k-l)tb child of (n-1 the second child cf (n-1)
the first child of (n-1). Tne first cnild of (n) can he
obtained by adding k to the first child of (n-1) ;
k((n-l)-l) + 2 + k = fc( (n-1) -1+1) ^2 =k{n-l) + 2
unless k(n-l) +2 > N in which case n has no first child.
The relation (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii)
and the numbering of nodes on the same level free left tc
right. Relation (i) fellows from (ii) ana (iii). (This is
true because of a characteristic cf the 'div' operation on
integers)
.
I.e., parent (k(n-l )+i+l) = (k(n-l)+i+l+k) aiv k
= (kn+i-1) div k K=i<=k
for the first child (i=l) — > kn div k = r.
for the k'th child (i=k) — > kn^k-1 div £ = n.
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INS IRTIC:* : Let's assure the array A is already creetei and i
is sei to 1 to indicate current last position in the array.
In order to insert the new iter, first put it in the current
last position of tne array, and terminate symbol zerc in its
successor position, and call procedure SIjFTUP to siftup tne
newly inserted, component A(n) into its- proper pcsiticn.
Figure 3 illustrates insertion process into figure 7.
PROCEDURE SIFTUP(i)
/* start with iter: A. ( i ) , find its father ana corners th
If it is necessary, exchance them to satisfy fc-a
property. Process will be stoped wnen it is reec
to the root. : -: /
I? i <= 1 TEEN exit
JLSE
fatner(i) =(i+K-£)aivk
IF priority (fatner(i)) < priority(i) then
BEGIN
exchange tne father(i) and A(i)





DELETION: Sines the highest priority is at the root, remove
it and. put the last item in the root position. Move the
terminate symbol zerc to predecessor of it, ani d-crease the
number of items in the &-ary tree by 1, and then call
procedure SIFTDOYN to satisfy the Jr-ary property. Figure 9
illustrates the deletion process from figure 7.
PROCEDURE SIFTDOWN(m,z)
/* start hrith root m, ana last item z. */
17 m is a leaf node THIN exit
find the largest son of m
IJ priority ( largest sen) > pricrity(m) THEN
BEG 1 81
exchange them








After deletion of highest item from fig . 7 and before siftdown
After one siftdown operation.





LEI height of a complete >-crj tree with N nodes is
equal to ! loe N ! .
k *
PF0C7: Sir~°, the r.urier of nodes on the successive levels
of a complete k-ary tree fellows a £ecH a tric progressions 1,
> , y.i k v ...k , the total nurrber of redes, N, in a complete
k-ary tree of height h is bounded by,
k-1 k.
.& 1 <= N <= JJ\1=0 i =0
ih-l :
h+il -1 vh+ il
1 <= ?1 N <=





leg ( ) <= log N <= log,(
h+1
log,(k +1) - log, 2 <= log,N <= lor vU -i) - io.2 k?
for the left hand side of equatior.
h - losr^ < logk(k + 1) - loSfc2 <= lc- k
M
sir.^e h < lor .(k + l), also for k >= 2 log k2 <= 1.
1 <= h - loe k2
1 < 1 o s . N .kthus summing up i
for the ri^ftt nana side of equation
h+1.
(h + 1) - log,2 > logjk -1) - lc^ v2 ">= log^
s i r o e h +1 > lo? (£
H+
-n, also for k >= 2 los.2 <= 1
k K
So, n+1-1 ^> h+l-log ,2
~~ k
thus summing up n + 1 N log k
N
Since h-1 < log,N < h+1 clearly h = jlo^^N!-

5-AHY TREE INSERTION WORST CAS? ANALYSIS: This analysis is
very similar tc the insertion worst cas a analysis cf the
near. Tie only difference is the depth of the tree which
would be equal to d= [_log Nj where !c is the decree cf th c
tree a~d N is the number of items in the tree after
insertion. Bases of logarithms can "be changed to base 2 by
using formula;
log- N
log N = *-«
2 lo
^k2
E-AFY TF7I DELETION WORST CASS ANALYSIS: .4 k-ary tree
deletion algorithm ices d+1 exchanges cf keys (es in the
heao) with depth i= \lo£, Ni , after the deletion.
The number cf key comparisons would b c equal tc
( (k-1 } +1 ) d=k*d because, k-1 ccnoariscns are made between k
sons in crier to find the bi?^er son and ore comparison is
-aie between the bigger son and its father: a total cf k
c c^ra ri s or s are icr.e at each run of the procedure siftdcwn
and this prcc = d ,jr = call itself recursivly at most d times.
So, deletion take 0(lo£ W) time.
STORAGE REQUIREMENT TOR A K-ARY TREE: This method also uses
er array to noli a priority of a" items and storage
requirement would be the same as in a ^eao. I.e.. N units
for M nodes, and N*I units for information.

G. SINGLE LINKFD-LIS'I
DEFINITION: A single United, list is a finite sequence of
noies such that »ach has a pointer field contains a pointer
to the next node [13]
.
". pointer to the list, i.e., to the first noae, is
called. FECNT, ana a pointer to the last node, is called
BACK. Tne priorities are arranged in decreasing order from
FRONT to EACK.
I^LTMFNTATION: Facn node in the linked list is cf the for-
info link i
where the link field contains the pointer to the next noae,
and info field contains the priority of the iterc. Initially,
tne empty linked list contains only tne empty pointers FRONT
and BACK. Figure 14 illustrates tne single linked list with









INSERTION: In order to aid a new node X to tne singly linked
list, straight insertion' method is used. The straight
insertion involves two basic operations:
i) scanning en crderec linked list, starting at FRONT,
to find the largest priority less than a priority
of new item, and
ii) inserting a new iter, into a specified part of the
ordered linked list.
A,s a result of insertion, the highest item will te linked to
tne FRONT. Figure 11 illustrates the insertion operation.
PROCEEURE INSERT(X)
create a ne node and iritializ




find the node with tne largest priority less than
tne pricrity(X).
IP it is reached to the PACK TEEN
lirh(? ! : r ;-X
bac :-:=::
ELSE





DELETION: Sines the highest priority in the linked list will
oe pointed by FRONT, save it in somewhere, and link the
FHOMT to the successor of the highest iter. Figure 12
illustrates the deletion operation.
PRCCEIUSE IELZTZ
I? there is only ore iter in the queue THEN
FRONT=nil
3AC£=nil
FHONT =1 J nk ( F'5 N T )
>ur PITT V TIT

u
Wi6 3H? =r^ 2 NIL <>
^Sr





Figure 12. After deletion from fig. 11.
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LINKEE LIST INSERTION WORST CASE ANALYSIS: The worst r & c e
occurs if the new itern i-s sraller than the srallest key in
the queue. In this case, N-l comparisons cf keys ere reeded
in order to add the new iteir to single linked list, if there
ere N items after insertion. There would not be any
°xch a
n
6 es of keys. So, insertion takes 0(N) tine.
LINKED LIST DELETION WORST CA.SE ANALYSIS: Deletion fro-
single linked list takes constant tire; since a pointer
FRONT points to the highest key in the queue, FR^NT will he
linked to the successor of the highest item after deletion.
There would rot he any comparisons and exchanges of keys.
STOP 4 OF RECUIREP1ENT IQV A SINSLF LINKED—LIST: Each node in
this retr.oa contains one pointer field end one priority
field. In eidition to tne nodes in the queue, there are two
pointers which point tne front and the back cf the
linked-list. If there are N items in the queue, required
storage would he N priority fields, N-^2 pointer fields, and
M*I units space for the information where, I is the size nf




DEFINITION: » leftist tree is a linked binary tr c e with sc^e
special properties which mentioned below. It was discovered
It. 1971 by Clark A.Crare[?]. * leftist tree has the
following advantages over a heap.
l)Inserticn and deletion take Z(log N) steps, and
insertion and deletion take constant tirre in the case that
insertion obey a stack discipline.
2 ^ T h = r e c c r 1 s never rove, only the o c i n f e r s change.
)It Is rcssible *o -er^e two disjointr iff ai"i T y cueu 1
ff a total o1 n-P »' Q 1 o~c nts, into a single priori t y q
tens .I j, ji 1 y n ( 1 c ~ N
suitable for applications
r 3 c ui red L4 ^ 1
"hat is why leftist trees
wh e r ° fast merging
IMPim^TNTATION : The data structure r=^ord is used to
iTle^ "* n cd ps in the leftist tree. F a c h node i c in the
form;
1 1 i n
k
info r 1 i n
k
!
left DIST -| right]
KEY
#b:ere * = 11 irk ana rlir.k fields contain po inters left and
-1
.*.-. t to the nodes corresponding to the left ard right
descendants of the rode. ?h Q pointer fields are set to nil
if the corresponding descendants ere empty. The TIST Id
il

et equal tc the length of the shortest path frci
rf the Item. Th e TYZ and DISI fi 01 ^
satisfy the following properties;
lef ti s t t
1) J?Y(P) >= ?TY (lef t (P) )
^ZV (P) >= KEY (right (?) )
2) DIST(?) = 1+N.IN (DIST( lef t (P ) ) PIST(ri<*ht (?)
)
3 ) n ST ( lef t (?) ) >= ri ST ( r i ght ( ? )
)
Relation 1 is analogous to the heao co r diticn (2) st p t-d i n
definition of r a a o . Relation 3 irolies t ^ a t 9 s^ r ~ f.°^t v? + *
to a leaf "ay always be obtained by roving to r h c right L?"1 .
Tiie leaf nodes in the leftist tree do not hold any
Information, and contain e n?p ty left a n l r i ^ h t ^oi^t^rs, and
z = rc riST and KEY fields. Pi-cure 13 illustrates a leftist
r ~ a o with c i t a " c In it, where the first number at each n c d e












INSERTION: Search for the new node, starts at root ?. If the
KEY(P) is greater than the KEY cf new item, travel is rale
thru subtree whose height is smaller than the other,
otherwise KEY exrhanges ane made and then travel is made in
the same fashion. The algorithm for insertion is -?iven
below. Figure 14 illustrates the insertion process.
pT>.^.', YI* T1
"
:T t \i cro "W pdt'y p tr)
/" Insert the new ite m with priority PRTY into leftist tree
with root ?. F is a boolean variable arA is set TRUE if P is
a leaf n r de. *
/
I"F
D is a leaf node TZEN
create a new node and set riST field equal to 1
set H = true
VJ S r
17 priori tv (?) >= PRTY THIN
I? DIST(right) N = DIST(left) THIN
INSZRT(?RTY,lef t son of P,E)
H=false
ELSE
INS£RT(?RTY, right son of P,E)
update DIST field
ELSE
exchange FRTY and priority(P)
INSERT (PRTY, P,E)
ENI IN SERT .
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DELETION: Sines the highest priority iter is always at the
root, it is only necessary to remove the root and merge its
two subtrees. First the bigger sen of the root is -ale root,
and then procedure MERGE is called. In merging process
travel is always made thru the l°ft branch. If it is
necessary, trie priority exenanges are made during travel.
Figure 15 illustrates the deletion process.
PROCEDURE DEIETE(P)
/* Remove the root P ana call procedure KERS5 to merge two
subtrees, pointed to respectively by E and Q. */
IP :<ey(R) > fcey(Q) THIN
ma>e ?. root
MERGE (Q, left son of R)
ELSE
-aice ; rcot
KER(rE(R, left son of 0)
PROCEDURE v Z-:-Z(?l, 22)
/"Merge two disjoint trees, pointed to by PI and P2 */
IF P? snows leaf node THIN P2=P1
ELSI
II l:ey(?l) > fcey(P2) THi:i
exchange PI and P2
KSRC-E(Pl,left son of P2)
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Figure 15. Deletion process from fig . 13 (continued)
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L77TIST TREE INSERTION V'ORST CAS* ANALYSIS: Insertion is
based or. the LIST field which shows the shortest pat^ fr^m
that node to a leaf. The search path is always chooses thru
the smaller DIST field, it means thru the shortest path to a
leaf.
A worst case occurs if the priority of the new item is
bigger the'1 the priority of the root and the shortest path
is equal to the longest path, in which case a leftist tree
would be completely balanced and the height of a tree would
he !,lo^2 N j if there are N itens in it after insertion.
Th°re would he one key comparison at c a o h level
including lev = l and one riST field comparisons of left and
right sons; total llog N| + !log«N_] = ?!log N|. The number
of key exchanges wculd be as many as the number cf k a y
comparisons which is ecual tc lies* N j .l
2
LEFTIST TREE DELETION WORST CASE ANALYSIS: Let's call the
left son and right son of root L and R. The worst case
occurs if the right subtree has only one element, whose key
is the smallest in the tree and the right pointer of the
nodes in the left subtree, points to the empty node. This
case illustrated in figure 16. After the deletion of the
highest iey at the root, L would be the r ew root and the fcey
of ?. has to he compare with all keys of the left subtree of
L. The rumter of comparisons would be equal to M-l if there




ST03AGE R2CUIREMFNT T0? A LFJTIST n
i^lerer.t a t i o n all information about the iters is held by
the internal r.<">d c s and the external r.cies rcrtain r.o
ir.f orra t i or. . If there are N iters in the queue there would
v
e N+l empty external nodes? tctal 2N,J-1 rodes. Each rode
contains two pointer fields and two integer fields. The
storage requirement for this method would he 4N J-2 integer
fields, 4N^? pointer fields, and N*I units snace for





Another implementation of a priority queues can be done
by using 1 in.-eel binary trees. Figure IS illustrates trie
linked binary tree representation of the binary tree shown
in figure 1?.
DEFINITION: A linkec tree is a binary tree with sore special
properties
.
1) The key at each node is greater than or equal to
the key at each of its son ( if it nas any ).
2) Each node contains tne number' of descendants of
itself. This value is set to zero if tne node
does "ot have any descendants.
3) Insertion of the new item into tree without any
deletion provides completely balanced binary tree.
The deletion of two cr more items might destroy
balance of tne tree, but subsequent insertions








Figure 17 figure le
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IMPLEMENTATION: The lata structure REC0H2 is used
implement nodes. Each node" is of the form:
to
11 ink info r 1 i nk
i
DESC !
i lert i*~ rright
KEY
l
where the llinfe end rlink fields contain pointers left a^d
right tc the nodes corresponding tc the left and right
descendants of node. The pointer fields are set to nil if
the corresponding descendants are empty. The KEY field
contains priority of tne iter;, and the DESC field contains
£v = number c ^ d^s^^^da^ts in th = t r ° e . 3 i ~ c ^ the 1 = a f n c d e s
don't neve as:/ descendants, LISC field of the leaves are
always set equal tc zero.
INSERTION: Before calling procedure Insert, a new node is
created and initialized in the main program. Insertion is
mainly oased en the CISC fields of the nodes. Searching
started from the roct and traveled thru tne smaller IFSC
field. If tne DESC fields are equal of the left and right
sons, travel is made thru left branch. Tnis method will
first fill left sons end then right sons from left tc right
at particular level. If tne &ey of the ne^ item is greater
than any key of the node on the travel path, only the key
exchanges are mace, and travel continues until it nas
reached tne leaf nodes. Figure 19 is the illustration of





/* insert the rev key PRTY, into linked tree with root V
IP fcey(W) >= PRTY THIN
BEGIN
IF leftO ) = nil THEN
link new iter, tc it
ELSE IF right (W) = nil THEN
link new iter tc it









DESC(W) :=DESC(V) + 1












DFLETION: Since the highest fcey at trie root, only remove key
fiela of tr.e the root ana move the biir=e:* sen's key to the
root, and travel thru r he roved son. Tnis process continues
until it has reached the leaf nodes. There is not any
rebalancing process. The deletion process is illustrated in
figure 22.
PROCEDURE rELETE(X)
/* ielete the key(root), without deleting root, and siftup
the bigger son's Key and travel thru the moved sen. */
17 fcey(left{X)) > fcey(right(X) ) TEEN
BEGIN
-eve fcey(left (X) ) to fcey(X)
decrease the DE5C field of left(X) by 1





move key (right (X) ) to key(X)
aecrease the HSC field of right (X) by 1












/ \ / \
1 1
I
5 4 r 3
2 6





t 5_ 4_ 3
JT
2
Figure 20. After deletion from fig.H
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LINKED m PTZ INSERTION WORST CAS? ANALYSIS: In this method,
insertion based or. the PITSC field of the nodes and trav?l is
always r-aia thru the sraller DTSC field, it reans always the
shortest path (from rcct to the leaf) is traversed during an
insertion process. Tne worst case occurs if the priority of
•£i*a ^ <? w it or" is h i f t* e t* t^an t ^ a o r ^ o r i t v c p t h a r p c t a r cl t h a
shortest path is equal to the longest path, in which "ase a
linked tree would De completely balanced, am the height cf
a tree would oe U C22 N J if tb g re a " e N iters in it after
insertion.
There would be ere feey comparisons at each level,
including lev e l ? and one DTSC's field comparisons of left
am right sens: total [log, Nj + !log Nj - 1 = 2 Hop Nj - 1.l 2 - e2 2 "
T^ c number of key exchanges would be as many as the number
of key comparisons which is equal to [log_NJ.
LINEFr T 13r
'
!r rFITTI^N vO?S? CAST ANALYSIS: Sir.c° th c re is ret
any rebalancing process in tne linked tree, deletion frcr~
the tree could unbalance it.
The worst case recurs if there ar = twe items at each
level in the tree (except level zero), and small priority at
eacn level does not nave any descendants. This worst ~ase
situation is illustrated in figure 21 and the bigger item at
each level has filled with cross sign. In the worst case the
height of the tree would be N/2 if there ?:= N iters in tne
oueue before delation. Since there is one key comparison and
one key ar~r.~r.qa at each level, total N/2 key comparisons

and key exchanges are needed aft en the deletion cf priority
at the ncct.
vi gur e 21
STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOP fl LIN::?: TREE: rach node contains
two pointer fields and two integer fields in this
implementation. If there ane N items in the aueue, reouired
stonaee would be 2N pointer fields, ?N integer fields, and
N*I units space fen the information where I is the size cf
information at each node.

F. AVL TBEE
Adelscn-Velsiii and Landis in 1962 introduced a binary
tree structure that is balanced with respect to the heights
of subtrees 1,.?]. Tne height of a tree is defined to he its
maximum level, the length of the longest path fror the root
to a w external node.
TFFINITIC.N: A binary tree is called balanced if the height
of the left subtree of every node never differs by rrcre than
+1 or -1 from the height of its right subtree[£] s a
characteristic of AVL tree, the priority of the left scr is
smaller and priority of the right son is bigger than its
parent's priority. Trees satisfying above definition are
often called AVL-TREES after their inventors.
As a result of the balanced nature of this type of tree,
dynamic retrievals car. be rerforrei in 0(10=? N) tire if the
tree has N nodes in it. A new node can he entered or the
role with highest priority can be deleted fror such a tr = e
in tir^e O(log N). The resulting tree remains height











IMPLEMENTATION: Each node in the tree contains a '<EY field
containing the priority, IaET roisters whir]
point to the corresponding left and right descendants of a
node. The BALANCE field which -ay ta^e either -1, e, on *1
to indicate the differences of the neight of the left and
right subtrees. If L and P indicate the left end right
subtrees of the node ? respectively, then the BALANCE factcr
at ? has the following reanins;:
BALANCF(P) = -1 : hei^ht(R) = height (L) - 1
BALANCE(P) = : height (E) = height (L)
BALANCE(P) = +1 : height (R) = height (I) + 1
INSERTION: In order to insert a node with priority X into en
AVL tree, the prcoer nlace has to be found by making search.
Search starts frorr root, P by comparing £EY(P) with X. If
the new item is less than the KSY(P), travel is rade thru
the left branch, otherwise tr.ru the right branch until it is
reach ec to the leaf node. An insertion of a new it err to an
! VL-T?rr, ?iver a root P with the left and right subtrees I
arc R, causes fee to ^eve different ^eses. If the new node
is inserted in the left subtree and caused its height to
increase by 1 ;
l)heignt(L) = height(R):L ana ? become of unequal
height, but the balance criterion is net violated.
2)height(L) < height(R):L and ?. obtain equal height.
3)height(L) "> height (R) : The balance criterion is
violated and tree must be rebalanced r 5]
.
The rebalancing is carried cut using essentially four
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different Kinds of rotation LL, RH, LR, and RL . If
rebalancing is necessary after tne insertion, only one of
these rotations will be sufficient tr rebalance the tree.
These rotations are characterized by the nearest ancestor,
A, of the inserted node X, whose balance factor was already
1 or -1. The following characterization of rotation types
is obtained.
LI: The new node X is inserted in the left subtree of the
left subtree of A, where A is the nearest ancestor of the
noae X, whose balance factor was already -1. The algorithm
and exa-ole is shown below.
LL ROTATION ;
/* 3alance(P) = -1, ard balance(lef t (P) ) = -1. where ?
is the pointer t c A *
/
pl:=left(?)





' : LL POTATION.
Fipure 2? LL Potation on ?

L ?. ; X is insentsc i c the r
I
?h t su d t r e e of the left subtree
of A, '* h.ere A is the nearest ancestor of the node 7, whose
faience factor was already -1. The algorithm end example is
shown below.
IR EOT ATI OK ;
/* balance(P) = -1 and balance ( left ( P) ) <> -1 , where F
is the pointer to A. */
?l:=left (P)
P2:=right(Pl)










yifrura 24- IP Rotation on P
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-?: X is inserted in the right subtree of the ri~ht subtree
c f A , where A is the nearest ancestor of the node X , whose
balance factor was already +1 . The algorithm and exarrple is
shown oelcw .
C R POTATION ;
/* balance(P) = +1 and balance(right (P ) ) = +1 , where P





P : = p l
EME V.?. POTATION .
Figure 25 P.S Potation en F.
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PL: I is inserted in the left subtree of the right subtree
of A, where A is the nearest ancestor of the node X, whose
balance factor was already -1. The algorithm for RL rotation
and exernle is shown below.
PL ROTATION ;
/* balarce(P) = +1 and balance ( right (P) ) <> +1 , where P











Figure 2? PL Rotation en P.
*?

PROCEDURE INSERT (X P H)
' new i X is inserted into the AVL-TPEE with r^ct
H is true iff the subtree height has increased. */
II ? is leaf node THFN
create new node and initialize.
set 3 true.
ELS"
I? X < lcey(P) TIEN




1 : balance(P )=0 and H=felse
-1:11 balancs(left(P)) = -1 THEN
do LL rotation on P
balance(P)=0
T LSI
do Lit rotation on P
update balance(P) and balance(lef t(P)
)
Da lance (P)~0 and H=false
ELSE no nothing. / :,; H=false */
ELSE
INSERT(X f ri*?nt son of ?,?)
I? ?>true TEEN
C 4.3E balance (?) ^E




1: IF balance(ri«?ht(?) ) = 1 THEN
lo ?? rotati on or P
balance(P)=8
ELS?
do RL rotation on P
update oalance(?) and balance( ri^ht (?) )
.
balance(P)=3 and H=fals^
EISE do nothing /* E=false */.
!l : INSIST.
After insertion the priority 4 into After rebalancing




DELETION: A deletion fro- an IVL-TREE could unbalance it.
The rebalancing operation remains essentially the sen<= as
for insertion. Since the highest priority is always at the
rightmost rcie position, only II and I p. rotations are needed
to rebalance the tree. A boolean variable parameter E has
the meaning "the height of the suMree has been reduced.
Rebalancing has to be considered only if E is true.
PROCEDURE rELETE(?,E)
/* Start with root P and travel thru the right son until the
rightmost node is found. Remove it and rebalance the tree by
traveling back thru the root. */
find the rightmost nods and delete it
travel back tnru the root , and
call ?ALANCE(P,F) if necessary.
EN 33 DELETE •
PROCEDURE BALANCE(P.E)
/* This routine is called if E=true; the right branch h.as












update balance(P) er.a balance(lef t (P)
FNT BALANCE.





* VI—T?JCE INSERTION VCR ST CASE ANALYSIS: In order to find the
raximir height of an ATI tree with N nodes, consider a fixed
height(h) and try to construct the AVI tree with the irimiirum
nurber cf nodes. The fell owing analysis arpeers in
reference [c J .
^irst of all, let's take N nodes and. atterrpt to arrange
them to produce the AVI tree cf greatest depth. The idea is,
systematically to favor the right(left) subtree by using the
least nurber of nodes to create the left (right) subtree cf
height (h-2) and the least possible nurber to produce a
right(left) subtree of height (h-1). As a result, if we
include the root, the height of the tree would be n.
Since the v aiance property of an AVI tree rrust hold for
all subtrees of an AVI tree, similar conditions rust hold
recursively for the left and rignt subtrees. Figure 29
illustrates a sequence of such right-leaning AVI trees cf






The number of nodes in ths left and right suttr?9s cf t :
trees in fieure 29 are given in table 1.
height
.J. w i -> U Ij
number cf number of number of fibcnarci
noaes in nodes in noaes in numbers













It is easy to see that there is a recurrence relation that
characterizes the murders in eacz of the colurrns of this
table, namely:
- h = 1 + &h-l+ :'h-2 where, S = e and Gi= 1.
This recurrence seems to be a clcse relative cf the
recurrence relation for the Fibonacci sequence (The
Fibonacci numbers are a sequence cf integer defined by ttie
recurrence relation 7.= 7 + F. for i > 1, with boundary
1 l-l 1-7
conditions 7 = d and F = 1 )
1
In fact, comparing the Fibonacci sequence
3, 1,1, 2, 5, 5, £,13, 21
to the numbers in the columns of Table 1 suggests that G ,i
s
just one less tnan sore correspondirg Fibonacci ruroer
C h=7,-1 for this reason, the trees of Fig 29 are called

Fibonacci trees. Since these Fibonacci trees have the fewest
nodes a^ong all possible AVL trees of height h, as indicated
before tne number of nodes in any AVL tree of height h obeys
the relation N >= G^i so,
N >= I - 1.
h+3
3ut the k'th Fibonacci number ? is bounded below by a newer
k
of the inverse of trie 'golden ratio' = (l+J5)/2. It is
k-2
Kno' that F >= c "and more precisely J > ^ /Js - 1
k k
Hence, one can conclude
.h+2, h+2 .—
n > e /^5 -2 = N+2>e /^5
from this,
leg (N+2) > ic^(^ + //5) = lo^^* 2- 10£p^5 = h + 2 - lOeJj/5 1
loa^ (N +2) + log^jT > n +2
so, h. < log (N+2) + log J5 - 2.












log 1.619034 log 1.618034&
2 2
h < 1.44041OS (N+2) - tf.323
2
The worst case occurs if tne key of new item is bigger
than the biggest fcey in the AVL-tree, which in this case
insertion would be dene tc the rightmost node and would
cause to increase the height cf the right subtree ef e-rery
ancestor on r b. e path by one. (if an £ WL tree is
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left-leaning, the worst case occurs if the smallest key is
inserted) to restore the" lest "balance property exactly cr.e
of the four rotations will he sufficient. As a summary total
l.-t41cc (
N
+2 ) times feey comparisons and ere rotation r.eei to
he done In the worst case.
AVL-TREE DELETION VORST CASE ANALYSIS: Since the highest
item is at the rightmost position, there would, not he any
key comparisons in oner to find the highest key in the
AVL-tree
.
Deletion of the highest item may require a rotation at
every node aiens the search patn. Consider, for example, the
left-l c anir.£ Fioonac^i tree (opposite of the Fig. the
i el e t i 02 of t he r igh tm o s t node would require a rotation at
every node along the search patn. which would be done at
most U°S v ! tires.
STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR AN AVL-TRES: Each node contains two
pointer Melds and two integer fields in this
imc", em°r t a t ior. If there are N items in the queue, recuired
storage would be 2N pointer fields, 2N integer fields, ard
N*I units soace for information where, I is tne size of




Another irplere.nta lion cf a priority queues car "be done
by using a 2-3 tree's property.
DEFINITION: 4 two-three tree is a tree in which each vertex
which is rot a leaf ^ode, has two or three sens, end ever?/
rath from the root to a leaf is of t^e same length. The tree
consisting of a single vertex is else a two-three tree.
Figure ZZ illustrates two different 2-3 trees structure.
At each vertex T which is not a leaf, tb°re are two
aiiitional pieces cf information, I ani M. L is the largest
el erect cf the subtree whose root is the leftrost sc^ o^ Y .
v is the largest ele T e r t of the subtree whose root is the
seccni son cf 7.. All information about the priorities are at
the leaf level and ir increasing order frcn left to right.
Tha values cf L a^i >' attached to the xr er r ices <=^able cn c to
start at the root and search for an element in a manner
analogous * o binary search [1].
Figure 33









where left, middle, and right are the rci^t a rs tc the
nodes corresponding to the left, middle, and right
descendants of node. The parent field is a pointer to the
father cf that rede. Since each internal node (vertex) has 2
or 2 sons, left and right pointer fields of the internal
n c d e s c a n rot he empty. For the nodes which h a v e 2 sons, the
riddle pointer fields will be nil. The parent field o* each
node, except a root can not be nil. Pec a use only a root io a s
not have father. The integer fields L and M co^tai^ the
informations as mentioned aheve. The T<"?Y field contains the
Information about the priority of it err. The fields of L 3~d
<
v of the leaf nodes ar= always set to zero and left, middle,
and right pointers are always s a t equal to nil. The T<7Y
field of the internal nodes (vert ices) is always set equal to
zero, because the vertices are not the item, hut only the
"Ode to construct the oath from the root to the leaf -cd^s
to find the exoectea item.

INSFRTION: In n rder tc insert the new item into 2-2 tr Q =,
the proper place has tc 5e found by "e?ns of function
SEARCH. This function starts making search with the rcct ?,
and the priority of new Item PRTY. If PRTY is less than L(P)
then 'ravel is made thru the left branch, if ?HT V is between
L(E) and P!(R), and the venter R has 2 sons travel is rade
thru the riddle branch, otherwise thru the right branch.
This search continues u*til it has reached the leaf ^oies.
The pointer F which points tc the father «f these leaf nodes
is returned to the calling procedure.
If that vertex F has already twr sens then ra> = the new
Item the appropriate so^ of F f and readjust the values of L
and M along the path from F to the root. If P u as already
three scs ''"r.er make the new iter the anprocriat son of v
and call procedure AEDSON tc incorporate F and its four sors
into 2—7 tree. \^ter the irsertio 71 or°cess, th a highest
priority will be always at the rightmost oositicn of the 2-7
tree. The algorithm f r r function SFA r C7 and procedure fi DrsC'';




FUN C TIG'! SEARCH (PRTT R)
/* Where ? is the root, PFTY is the trey of new iter- V
IF ar.y 5011 of P is a l = af THIN return P
FISF
IF P5TY <= L(P) THEN search (PRTY, left (R)
)
FLSF
I? E has two sons or PRTT <= M(R) T^F.N
search (PRTY, middle (R))
Z1SF search(?RTY,right( R) )
INI SF.S ?CP .
PROCEDURE ALESON(Z)
/• This procedure takes ?- n tree with vertex Z , which has
four scrs and converts it irto 2-7 tree tc satisfy the
?—2 tree property by creatine the new vertices. */
begin
creete a rew vertex T
t c.\° the two r i gh t r* s t scrs of Z the left
an-" right sons of X .
IF Z has no father THEN
create a new root P
P2>o 7 * ^ = left son and. X the r i rh t son r f P
ZLSF
l = r it Oo j ne father of Z
make X a son of F immediately to the rieht of Z
IF r now has 4 sons T^FM add son (I)
EWE All SON .

BFLTTION: This process is the reverse of the manner by which
an element is inserted. Prbcudure I"FL?TE finds the rightmost
let J be the father of that item. V. e can have three
different cases in deletion process.
CASE 1 : If F is rcct then re~ov a P.
CASF ? : If F has three sons, remove item, new r has two
sens. Adjust I and M values along t w e oath f r n ^
F to "oot
.
C^SI 3 : If 7 has two sons , there are two possibilities.
Part (b) is handled by procedure SUBSON.
(a): If F is rcct, remove item and 7, and leave the
remaining left son as the root .
(b): v is "ot root; find left brother of 7 and call
it J. If J has three sons, make the right see cf J
he left son of F
,
c .. u. d ijust the L and lues o:
all ancestors. In this ^as there is not any vertex
deletion. This is illustrated ir figure 32(a). If J
has two sens, make the left son of 7 the r
i
& h t son
cf J. If J is the middle sor of its father, just
ma.ee J right son cf its father, and adjust the I
and v. values. This ^se is illustrated ir figure
32(b). If J is the left son cf its father, it means
the father novi has only a left son? find the erand-
father cf J and call S-TBSOH l r incorporate J an*
its father into ?—? t re e [ 1 1 . This case illustrated
i~ figure 52(c).

/* 7 is the pointer to the vertex, whose right son is th 1





I? father of F has 2 sons TEE "I
let J he left brother of F





r I ?h t ( J ) : =,"i d d 1 e ( J
)
adjust I and v values thru root
ELSE
ri£ht(J):=left(I)
remove F a r. i F s =pa ren t (
F
)
IF F is root TEEM root:-left(root) EI c F s u h s o
!
let J h? left brother of F
IF J has 2 sons TEE ''J
rr i i i 1 e f J } : =r i ph t ( J
)
ri gh t ( J ) : = 1 e f t ( r )












2-3 tree before insertion.
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Figure 32(c). Example for case 3 part 3 of deletion.
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2-2 T9ES INSERTION WOP.ST CASE ANALYSIS: It is necessary to
analyze a 2-7 tree in two different ways. In this method
there would not "be any key exchanges, but only the update of
L and P values. Two different worst cas°s are ohtaired as
following:
1) The deepest 2-3 tree o^ N keys will oe constructed oy
taking the rrlnuraim number of children (two) allowed for each
^ode. So, the height of a 2-3 tree with N leaves is at rest
a=[loe Nj . The correct position for the newly inserted item
is found by function SF*?.CF. In this function, the key of
the new iter is ccrpared with the values of vertices. The
worst case occurs if the eompa ri sors are made with both L
and v at °a.cn vertex along the patn from root to the leaf.
This ^ase happens if the key of the new item is bigger than
the second highest key in the 2-7 tree. Fence, The function
SIAPCH calls itself recursively d tines. 3c, the total
number of key ^cmoarisons would be 2!lO£ H\.
2 -
Since in this analysis every vertex has two sens, the newly
inserted item would be the third son of the corr°ct vertex
and we would not need Drocedure ATTSON.
2) The worst. ~ase for the function SEA.HCH which mentioned
in case (1), would be also same for this case. The only
difference is the height of the tree, namely the tctal
number of key comparisons would be equal to 2jlog Nj. Since
3
..
each vertex has 3 sons, after the insertion proc Q s^, as many
as d nodes have to be split as the split progresses uo to
the root. This is done by procedure AE'kSON. There would net
^9

be any fcey comparisons, but it is necessary to update L and
M values along the path, from tie second bottommost level to
the root. In either case 0(lo? N) is the worst ^ase tir.e for
an insertion.
2-3 TREE DYIFTIOfJ WORST CASE ANALYSIS: The height of the
deepest 2-3 tree would "be d = [lc^? N' on N key? as mentioned
earlier.
The worst ~ase occurs if e aoh vert c x has two sc^s.
?e~ause, after the deletion of the highest key, the father
of the highest Vrey would have only one son left. In order to
incorporate the left brother of the highest key into 2—3
tree, procedure 3 TJ?S n \' nas to call its°lf cl tirres. The-
would not be aT.y key comparisons, exchanges, and update of
the L and f values .
STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR 2-3 TREE: In this method, all
information about the items are held by the exterral nodes.
r acr node contains four pointer fields ana three integer
fields.
The maximum number of nodes would be needed if =acz node
nas two sons. In this case if there are N iters in the
:urue, i\' — 1 internal ncdes are needed; total 2N-1 ^ c d e s . That
would be 9^-4 pointer fields and 5M-3 integer fields.
The minumum number of nodes would be r c eded if c ar'^ rode
nas 3 sons. In this case if there are N it ems (external node)

in the queue, the height of the tree would b^ equal tc
k^log- Mj . Since, the numher of nodes on the successive
levels of a 2-3 tree with 3 sons o
2 3
geore'ric progression 1, 3, 3 , 3 ,
in tne tree would be ecual to,
1a c h node follows a
k
, the to^al of nodes
k "k+1 1
&- ------
i = c K
since, all it=?ms would he at level Is:, N is equal to 3 . The






So, the total of nodes in the tree wit v N external nodes
would be equal to,
N - 1 2N + N -1 3N - 1
? ? 2
9.N - 1
that would he 6N-1 pointer fields, integer fields, and
p
N*I units of storage where, I is the size of information at
each node.

E. FIXED P?I rTJ ITY
This method of priority queue represents tior wes
discovered by Luther C..4 bel [?h.E. thesis university of
Illinois 1972] .
DEFINITION: In this method, all the elements of a priority
queue are known to be contained in sore fixed set
{ 51, T2 KH }, where Kl < K2 < K3 ' < KN
.
The idea is to use the complete binary tre° with N
external r cdes, which are implicitly associated wit" the
v ev s i~ increasing order, from le^t * o r
i
sh t [8l • ^iru^e
33(a) shows the empty priority aueve wit v the priority ranfre
fror 1 to 7, figure 33(b) shows with 4 items in it.




I*!PL EMENTATION : In order to represent the empty priority
queue it is ~eeded N external nodes, an 3 N-l internal
r.odesfas a characteristic cf a connle^e binary tree), total
2N-1 nodes, if priority range is from 1 to N. Internal n^des
are implemented as a bit array and have an information bit
either 1 or d . These rci°s are used to find the highest
rricrity it '17 in the queue, during deletion operation.
"Before calling the procedure INSEBT to put the new iter
into priority queue, the nrc^er ext^r^al node is calculated
in the Tain program, such that the priority of the new iterr
will match with the associated key of the external ^o^e. The
height of the tree will be, h=jloff (2N-1)! if the number of
total noies are ?\'-l to represent r he empty priority queue.
Now the proper index K of the external node for f ^.e new none
can be calculated as follows > Let I be the ind°x of the
rightmost location on the second bottommost level, which
will be equal to I=(2**h)-1.
X = I + priority of the new item
I? 5 > 2 N-l THEN K=(£-(2N-1 ))+(N-l
)
ELSE K=K
Insertion of miority 3, a^d deletion of highest priority is
shown in fipure 34 and figure 35 rest>ectivly.

s^r
"YrtT-D T T N S r PT ( r )
/* Y. is the index c*" the rrcT) Q r c xterr. si iod a cf a 1" array
and. the priority of the new item is ec*ial to the associated
key of the external node */
BEGIN
create a new node y
l v th a external node K is e^oty TFEN
link y to K
set the nod a s 1 along path f r ot I to root.
find the last iteir belong to external node K, and










Figure 34. After insertion uricrity 2 into figure

DELETION: Ic order to find the highest priority in the tree,
the information 1 or at the internal nodes are used.
Sea rehire1 starts at the root, if the rieHt child has
information 1, travel is made thru the rirht child,
otherwise thru the left child until it has ^ea^hed the
external nodes. This external node will contain the highest
iter in the queue. The algorithm for deletion has riven
hel ow.
PROCEDURE DELETE
/* Eir.d tne highest priority iter and remove it from the
queue. If the removed item is the only one in its catagory,
set nodes (which do not have any relation with other raths)
from the external n^de to the root */
3ESIN
j=l
WHILE j < N TO
3EGIN
J=2j
IE E[2j+1] = 1 THEN j=j+l
END
remove the first iter: belong to the external node j
set the nodes fl alone the path from j to











Figure 35. After deletion from figure 3M-

"IXir pt> j ~r ^rr V INSERTION y^-D5 m c^ST UN ALYSIS: If r h E
oricrities range fror 1 tc N, in ^rier tc construct ar. empty
queue, 2N-1 rodes are needed. The depth of trie tree will ne
d= 'Llo£ [2N—1 ) ! . In this method there would net be any !e a y
ccrperisons, one or two addition operations ere necessary to
find proper position for the new iter. This process is done
eve ry insentio r .
The worst ~ase occurs if the new iter is the first iter
in i * s priority. After the connection of the new iter is
dene to that external node, it is necessary to traverse
along the path fror that external node to the root in order'
to set nodes 1. This would ta>e d steps to reach tc the
rco t
.
?IZII) PRIORITY DELETION WORST CAS? ANALYSIS: The worst case
occurs if the highest iter in the queue is the only ere in
its category and the path fror rcct to that external node is
independent from the other paths in the tree. Tc find the
nienest Key in the queue ta^es o steps and after the
deletion, travel Dack tnra the roct also takes d st-ps;
total ka steps.
sj mop i nx :t"--t^t vt v -1 J
I
Z. ? I PRIORITY: If orloritie 1
rer.<?e fror. 1 to n, n external nodes ana n-1 internal nodes
ere needed to construct en erpty qtleue. A bit arrey of si 7 =
^ ^ — 1 ras to he allocated end in addition * o that each
axternal node contains t v.r o pointer fields. If there are
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h item c c n t a i n s o n e o c ra» field
total required ;:c:a.s° would be e a u a 1 to a bit c r r e ; r
2n-l f 2n+« pointer fields, and N*I units spa^e when




III. AVERAGE CAST TIM? ANALYSIS
On a random sequence of inputs, rest cf these techniques
only rarely exhibit the worst case "behavior. The running
time, especially in tr.e average case is generally rcre
iifficult to predict. One method which cz^. give rore insight
is to determine the er.oected running time mathematically.
Fxpected running time depends on a probability distribution
en the insertion and deletion recuests. This approach is
called the average analysis of an algorithm [7] . But this
Icind of analysis turns out to he very difficult for
complicated priority queue structures, kz. alternate method
to rain some feeling about the running time of an algorithm
is to execute the program several times on "random" inputs
and average the results.
Th i s alternate method was used in this research to
analyze the algorithms. (Lll programs have been run on the
PrP-11 Unix Time Sharing System at MPS . In the empirical
test, five different sequence of random numbers which e^e
uniformly distributed between 1 and 12?J were used. Each
method (for a specific number cf nodes) was run five times
dj using the same sequence o? random numbers ard the
obtained results were averaged. Tables 2,3,4 give th a
obtained average running times for eacn method in seconds.
The values in these tables were usee to get the graphs which
nave been riven in figures 26, 27, and ?8
.
The average number of inter-key exchanges during the

insert: en process of a 'neap' have been obtained end given
in figure 39. Note that the number of inter-key exchanges
approach constant value as the number of nodes in the ^.°aT>
approach infinite value.
Finally, an average case behavior and r?cuired snaces cf
an implemented algorithms have been given at table 5. The
notation '0' is called "tig- oh" notation and is used in
table 5 to express tne running tines of the algorithms. This
notation is a very convenient way for dealing with
approximations. In general, the notation 0(f(n)) nay be used
whenever f(n) is a function of a positive integer nj it
stanas for a quantity which is not explicitly known, except
that its '-arnituce isn't too large. "Every appearance of
0(f(n)) means precisely this: There is a pesitiv constant M
such that the function ^(n) represented by 0(f(n)) satisfies
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B. AVERAGE CASE GRAPHS
SEC.
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NUMBER_0F N0DES
1500
FIGURE 36. RUNNING TIMES FOR INSERT ION
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FIGURE 37. RUNNING TIMES FOR DELETION
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Taole 5. Conjectured average behavior of a*1
algorithms ana required spares.
'•'here, N is the ruro-er of iters in
the queue, I is the ^ i ? e of infcrmatiO'





























0(lo ; N )
O(log N )
C(lo£ n)
Table 6. Surrmary cf r he worst °ase running
tire of the algorithrs where N is
tr: 3 number cf item? in the Queue
and c is the priorities ranse.

IV. CONCLUSION'S ANT RSCOMMFNTATIONS
'//hen the r.ur"5er of r. odes in the priority queue, N, is
snail, it is best tc use one of the straightforward lir°ar
list methods to maintain a priority queue; out when N is
ler^e such as ""ore than a seventy, a .lor N method is
obviously much faster. Therefore lar^e priority queues are
generally representee: as heaps or as methods which require
C(lo* N; insertion ana deletion tire.
Arorr these algorithms which have be = r studied, AVI tr c e
structure turned out tc he the best in terrs of running tire
on PTr-11 Unix Tire Sharing System. In this r"ethod, there
are neither any inter -~~y exchanges nor any orerati^rs such
as multiplicat ic or division whi<"h takes "ore CPU tire. Sut
the required spa^e is roughly four tires more than heaps and
>-ary trees, end programming is more complicated. -T ears ard
i-ary trees are easy tc implement end "ecu ire minumum snare
among these algorithms. 2-3 tre = s also ^iv o good running
time hut required space for 2-3 tr c es are roughly fourteen
times "ore ther heaps. Linked tre°s require spa°° as much as
AVI trees do, but running time is much bigger thar AVI
trees' r u r *" i r -' time. Leftist t r — e s a r c suoerior '^r "" e rg i r ?
disjoint priority queues, tut ta>e rrr? space than the .& ^L
trees. If the rriorities range is small such as less than
fifty, a 'fixed priority' algorithm car, t e considered tc
maintain a priority queues efficiently.
As a summary, if in a aoplication there is not any sra^e
17 7

constraint, AVI tree structure should be used. If there is
not any running tirne constraint, a heap or k-ary tree
structure should be used because heaps and &-ary trees are
easy to irplerent and require Tinururr storage a^ong these
algorithm. leftist tree structure should be used ir a
applications which fast r erring is required. If the nurber
of roles is les^ than hundred, singly linked list could be
enoufi"n efficient to use.
As an extension of this thesis, a priority queue
structure could te iTDlepented by using a 'birr^ial
cueues'f-il, P—trees[4] e~i. a 'ra~cda'. Pagoda is a data
structure for representing priority queues ana a detailed
iescriptior. can be f o un d in r ef. 15. Also dvn ar i c priority
queue structures could be studied. A dynanic priority queue
is a priority queue with the -xceptior that priorities ir
the u u e u e can cha n ge over tine.
1 ?^

APPENDIX. PASCAL CODING OF IMP!
5
MSMTli!r VTITHOrF .
In this section cf the thesis, Pascal ceding of the
heap, k-ary free, singly linked list, leftist tree, linked
tree, AV L—tree, 2—3 tree and fixed priority have "been given
respectively. There are not any ertra things *o d~> in order
to run t~ese programs on the A LT0 C system at V ?S. In t^
PDP-11 Unix Tire Sharing System there is built ir function
PANDOP to re re rate tee random numbers, that is why function
RANDOM in t h ese coding is not reeded on the FC--11 system,
Ir order tc rur these programs on the PDP-11 system ore
needs to set un the function PMDOr" in the main orofram.

A. HEAP
(* THIS IS THE IMPLEMENTATION 07 A PPI^PITY QUE TTE ^Y ::: ^
(* USING ,4 HEAP PROPERTY. IATA 'T'YP 17' ARRAY IS US 17 ^ T° *
)
r« REPRESENT THY NODES. AiN ^PAY A nAS ^0 ^v a LLOC 8 TYI :;: )
(* -S S BIG AS THY MAXIMUM SIZY OF THE QUEUE. *
PROGRAM EEAP;
^ON ST MAX—5000*
RA N=3 . 9 J
VAR J : INTEGER:
SEEB:REAL»
C^ME: C UA-;








FUNCTION ^ A NDO^1 : IN m Yr-YR » ( :;:r YN ^P 4 TYS RANTCM NUMBERS BETWEEN *^
"B I T I
N
( * 1 AND 100 * V|
SEED :-SEEE,s{c2?. 182813+31. 41 59 17 >
SEED :=SEEr-TRUNC (SEED):





PROCEDURE SIFTU?(VAR I : IN TYCEP. ) J FORWARI '
PP.OCErURE INSERT(?AP P d TY : INTEG Y 73 v * ( :,c 4 DDS NEV MODE TC TEE QUEUE*)
BEGIN (* I\S rc T A \'YV. NODE INTO A HEAP. : 'c )
N:=N+1J R:=N;
l v :Ov \Y m ? T N WRI TYL.'.1 ( FPT , 'PP. -3 CA ' )
ELSE
B EG I N
a r *.j] . =I3T3 pn V J
S I r T T*P( v ) »
EN Y •
OT30C yrTTtj-t? SIETUPJ ( *S
I
TTUP NEV.'LY INSERTED ITFM j;; )
VAR " A L Y : I *! T P G v 5 *
- F rr I \!
'•r
J ILY I>1 rc
BEGIN
-ALF:=I PIT 2i
IP A [HA LP] < A [I] TPYN
BEG I N
*"[I]i =A [HALF] J
I [HALE] :=TEMPJ Y7CH: =EXCH+1 J






PROCEDURE S I FTD 0Vr N' ( VAR I , 7 : I \ T
Z
Zv c ) * T nT3 V" .* v I
*
PROCEDURE DELETE" ( :? REMOVES T77 H I G "^ "^ S ^ PRIORITY IN rT1TT r mF
V .s. ^ T Z I"! P : I NT P - r15. >
BEGIN
I? N=0 TEEN ypITEIN (PRT, 'ERR0R')
T13Z
BEGIN WHILE N N l 10 PEGIN
A[N] :=« [1] J
m
r = n — 1 : P:=N; *IRST:=i;
SIFTD0VN(FIP5?,P]
;




PROCEDURE ^"PST; ( =;-'DT r1 TTt3^ 2 t>T7 ^ TJT^T^T P r ICRI'T1y * )
D TT r. T \-
17 n<>0 then vrite(?rt,j [1] )
7l~7 !*rite(prt, 'mc zlz^^.nt');
ent;






tfEIIE I <= ( r "I Tr 2) DC
BEGIN
17 !C=2*I THEN J:=K
jt i[2*I] > * r !? -:- 1 -«- 1 1 Tu 7fl J:-? V'I
ELS 7 J : =2*1 +1
»
T7 A [I] < A [J] TEEN
PEGI N
77CH : =EXCF+1 J
TTPtfP: = a [t"| ;
I :=j:
enl






' Ffc P. I T5 ( PRT
,
*CON S OLE : *
)
N : = ?; FXC n : = ?',
VEILT (fi O MAX^ TC
BY" I N
PB7T r —ft ANP^M
»
IN S^P.T ( ?H?Y ^ '
FN c
;






f:: ywj5 X3 t-t IfPI TMENTAl ION - r A PR T ^RITV ^'^"t -^ #)
(* r~SZ K ' r- ' fC—AHY PROPERTY. -AN ARRAY 'A ' IS US^I :;t>
/-; mQ
-OTp-DTC r-j f Mppv^
J,,! JTTT QUEUE. '' )
CON ST MAX=? £0 •
TA C N , '" , PFTY ,'IP ,F : INTEGER?
SFFT:?" 3 ::
comr i c ^ * p t
l: ARRAY [1 . .MAX] CF INTEGER
;
PPT : T r-1CT J
FUNCTION RANDOM: INTEGER? (*GSNERA.TES INTEGER RAN TOM NUMIERS*)
BEGIN
S rFT:=SFFI~??.lS??l'7 + t~l .4] 591°J
SFF? : =SEEr~TRUN C (SEED )
>
PAN DOM : =1+TP.UNC ( 1(?0P*SEED N J
end;
PROCEDURE 5 IS T * ( :,:F INI 5 "ICE^ST t^t ^p~ ri Y' ITEM ;;: )
T3r C-I '!
tt N<>g ?*EN WRITEIN(PRT,A [l]
)
T^cr WRITELN (PRT 'NO I" Tv t n THE QUEUE *1»
- • [ : ( * it N B ^7 "qp g w # >
p o n ,- r - g p v c ry^t'O ( T : J vp-prT'D ) j ( ;.= c UTUP ^nr N'EWIY INSE'D T? T> N0 T> '
BEGIN
v
-i tt i N i r n (* re I" 1 * T '<TIL TC GET ROCT. *)
i:'.
Ifj
P4 •!££?• = (I+K-?) DIV £» ( ;;: FA.THER 0? THE N3V ITEM. *
)
I? /> [FAT*?*?] < A [I] Tnv N (*SIFTUP VT;,T;; ITF V . :;; ^
zz-rr.: (\* TY^Mjr 1? FATHER -1 NT SON *)
rn-rvp
. = » [T] :
I [I] :=A [FATHER]
;
s [FATHER] : =TE MP *
I:=FATHER»
j[ p
T L CV I :=i: (#NEV IT^ V IN PROPER POS IT I ON , L T A VI IT T rri3 i.*>
END;
PNT; (* INT OF SIFTUP *)
FRCCEIURE INSERT( PRTY: INTEGER )
;
*EGIN (* ADD A HIV MODE INTO A TREE *)
rp
n ^= fiix T?EN fcrRITELN(PRT, 'ERROR') (* OUETJF IS T ".:iL.
^LS 7 (* INSERT NEV ITFM IN Nth POSI TIC: . ::: ]
PEC- IN
* r-i] : r=pRTY;
Af'! + ll:=e: (-ZERO AT Nth POSITION 15 TERMINATE SY V30L.*)
SIFTUP(N)» ( ::: MOVE NEV. ITFV TERU T nF ROOT. *)
EN T
;




PROCEDURE S I FTDOV1' "J ( T Z : INTEGER ) » ( :;i cTr^rov^ THE ROOT ^ '* N
T
'*.R COUNT, FIRST, J, TEMP : INTEGER? (* SATISFY I-ARY* PROPERTY*)
BEGIN
VHILE L <= (Z+*-?) DIV K TO (-DC IT UNTIL LOWEST LEVEL*)
? r n- 1
N
FIRST: = (K*L)-(K-2) ; ( :'' TH^ FIRST SON' OF FATHER FROM LETT*]
J:=FIPST+lt (* T nT? SECOND SON C 7 FATHER ^TiC'" LEFT*)
COUNT:=i;
'• r
-IlF (COUNT * K) AN! (A [j] <> ) DO f*DO IT UNTIL T~* N
^EG-IN (*GET TERMINATE SYMBOL C"° ?.Il n T. MOST SON C v FATHER*)
IF ar^I^ST 1 > A [J] TUFN (* FIND L/RGEST SON *)
EEC-IN
J:=J+1J










i t » [i] < a [first] then
F
F
r I r-J (* EXCEANCE LARGEST SON AND FATHER. * N
Tvp . = i [jl
;
A [Ll :=/> [FIRST]
J
a [first] :=t2 v ?:
fne
FLST
L: = ( (Z+iC-P) DIV £)+U (*THE ITEM IS IN PROPER PLACE*)
TM ;
ENDS (* END ry PROCEDURE SIFTDOWK *)
PROCEDURE LFLFTF.; (* REMOVE THE EIOHFST PRIORITY *)
RFC- IN
IF N=0 THEN V/RITELN (PitT, 'NO ITZ V TO TFL^TF')
FLS^
E F r I N
» [N+l] : =A [l ] : (*MOVE HIGHEST P ?.IC D.ITY ITF V T° N+lth POSITION*!
A[1]:=A[NT; (*MOVE LAS" ITFM IN! QUEUE TO ^I~ST POSITION.*)
a [ M 1 : = ; (* ZFPC TO INDICATE TERMINATE SYMEOL.*)
N :=N-1 ; P:=NJ ^I 15 :=1 ;
S IFTDOWN ( "I ? , ? ) > ( :;: S IFTDOV'N T n F r IRST ITF V TO PROPER PCS I TI ON* )
END:"
END? (* F M D 0^ PROCEDURE CFLFTF. :;: )
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•o Q n r T ^ t- t? 7 PRINT"
\-\v NU!"1.: INTEGER"
-
t n 1 n
*NUp:=i; VRITEIN(?RT,
' 5EGIN






REVRI TI ( PRT
,
'C C N S CI J : ' ) J
WRITE (PRT, "< a! " 15 THE DEC-PEE ^F THREE..? K: ')i
RE"iDLN(£); WRITE (PPT,' ',K)>





Ip c ,~y r ='T' THEM (* COM
wANI FOB INSERTION *)
PTC-IN
WRI TIL"! ( PPT , 'P.* NTC V~ ',?RTY)?






C nvE= 'r' ttttm ^ttlI PT
" (* COMMAND FCP DELETION *)
pise pest; (*~eind the highest priority IN ?








/ j.; 7-73 TH7 IMPLEMENTATION OF A PRIORITY ^UEUE Z v *)
;
' * USING .» SINGLY LINKED LIST PROPERTY. A DATA TYPZ :;; )




\'cr r ="Dr co o ri
II NT :?TP *
F N D
:




FUNCTION RANDOM: INTEGER J (*GENERATE5 RANDOM NUM3ER *)
BEGIN (* BETWEEN 1 AND 10-3-3*)
SEID:=S2EE * 27.182612 + 31.415917?
3F"D: = 5FFD-TFU^.G(SFrD);
RAN DOM:=l+TRUNC ( 1000*SEED)
J
end;
PROCEDURE DELETE? (* FZ^C^ZS TEE :I0BF tflTZ HIGHEST PRTY.*)
VA? HIGH: INTEGER J
BEGIN
I t >j
tjv - 2 TF^N
'*RITELN(PR7, 'THERE IS NO ITEM IN THE QUEUE'
J
ELSE






FLS^ (* m E r PF ARE ^CZ T THAN ONE ITEM IN TEE QUEUE.*)
vEG I
N




FRONT : =1?F ON T~ . L I N K
'
end;
5NX'? (* END OF PP^CFru?. 7 DELETE.*)
procedure ^zst;
begin
tv flijy = ^ THEN
WRITELN (PRT f 'THERE IS NO ITEM IN TFF CUEUE. ')
FL3F
T
.'-'° I TELN ( ??. T 'HIGHEST PRIORITY IS: ' FRONT**. KEY)
END? (* END O v PROCEDURE BEST.*)
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PROCEDURE INSERT; (* ALLS THE NEh NODE TO THE QUEUE *)
V 4 R V.' : PTR J
BEGIN
X f N tTV = 1 m F E N ( :;; 7 1 ft
.
CAME IN TEE QUEUE.*)
BEGIN
NEV(N); (* CREATE NEW N nEE AND INITIALIZE *)
N
"*






ELSE (* THERE IS AT LEAST ONE ITE M IN THE QUEUE.-)
BEGIN
nia(n);
N*\OY:=RANBOM; WRITELN (PhT, 'RANDOM: ' ,N~.KEY v :
n~.link:=nil;
V: = FH°\'T •
IE W~.KEY < N~.KEY TEEN (*HIGEEST PRIORITY CAKE IN*)
3ESIN
N~.LI NT :=FRONTi
FRONT : =N J
END
EL5 ?





ELSE (*TFERF ??. v AT LEAST T*r O ITEMS I.N THE QUEUE*)
I EC- IN
VUTT.TT
.LINK .KEY >= N .KEY) AND ("%' .LIIU O PACK) IC
W:=W .LINK? (* FINE P°OPER PLACE TOE NEW IT
IF V7*\LINK*\XEY < N~.KEY THEN
5". lin?: :=w~. link;
V~.LINX :=N
;


















VHILE NUM < MAX TO
BEGIN
VRITS(PRT,'>');
PE».DL\'( C OMD )
:








17 COT = '?' THEN (^CONMANE TOR DELFT iCi'i . :;'
)
EEGIN
NUv :=^U f/ -i:
delete;
EN I
ELS V ^ES^; (* FINE TEE HIGHEST ITEI* IN THE C 1
PRINT; (• DISPLAY P?I AT?ITI r S IN T nE QUEUE.
*





(* THIS IS THF IMPLEMENTATION CF A PRIORITY QUEUE FY USING*)






TFY f DIST: INTEGER*
•
|
- p.r^CT : r TR*
N rvi





PROCFF/JHF INSERT(PRTY: INTEGER; VAH p :PTF; VAR BtBOOLEAN);
TT
- P N:PTR« m jMD I :I\ m ~GZ°T
PFGIV (* INSERT TFF NF>. NOP"5' INTO A L^F^IST TREE.*)
l T P^.TIST = 2 T rFN ( * IS IT LFAF NODE ? :;: ^
BEGIN
P~ . KFY: =P T5 TY *
tr. =Tp;TTp;
FOR I:=l TC 2 DO








IF I = 1 T^"17 '.' P*\LEFT:=N




IF P~.IEY ">= PP7Y TEEN
?F n-IN '' "' P on T'S KF V IS T IC-0-FP T 11 .* N' MEW ITEM'S PPTY*)




BEGIN ( :;: GO THRU L r:? T BRANCH *)
H:=EALSE» (* INSERTION THRU LFFT rOES NOT GROWTH EEICHT*)
END
FLSF
PEGIN (* GO THRU FIC- p T BRANCH *)
INSERT(PRTY P**, RIGHT ,H) *
T T it Tinry ^^ .^ I S T t -P** . FI ST + 1> ( * INCR^M^NT tJF T (ipT* )
bnt;
EN i
r ISF (*NEW IT^ V IS FIOO 7"- THAN ROOT'S KFV *)













PROCEDURE MERGE ( V£ ?. ?1 P2 :PTH ) " (^AETER IFI 17"-!^' ^^ T^E*5*
)
VAR P2:PTR; ( :;;T? 00T MERGES I'110 TWO SUBTREES :;: x
BEGIN
17 P2~.DIST = 3 THEN P2:=P1
ELSE










jt? RPOT*\LEFT~.15IST < P p 0T~ .RI r H? ~.I IS? THEN
^TtxI*I (*EXCHANCE L77m ANT RIGHT SUBTREES*)
p J : =r» q n 1" ~ # T,y r <r> ;
T) CCT'*. T3 I j-^: =P7 »
end;
end;
PROCEDURE DELE?E( P:PTR); f :;: REMOVES THE 7.lZ^S m ITI^.- N
•0 T Q T v
IF NUM = 1 T^EN
3EGI '1
ROOT". TI ST: =3;
ROOT**.KEY : =0?
?C?T~.L;TT T : =.N II i
ROOT". RIGHT : = \'IL»
ENT
ELSE
17 NUM = 3 THEN rfRITEIN('NO ITEM IN TEE CUEUE')
ELSE
17 P"**. LEFT".KEY > P^.^IC-^T^.KEY T-7 W
BEGIN (^MATE L^ET SON BOOT AND Ml





BEGIN (- v ». rE RIGHT SON ROOT ANT MERGE *)
ROOT r-P**.RIGHT? (* LEFT AND PIGPT SU'D TPE'r S 5;: )
V 7RG7 ' ?~ .1EET ,?".?. IGHT~.LE7T) ;
end;
end;
FUNCTION R.! N T rv : INTEG ER J ( '•'GEN ERATE5 RANTOM NUMPERS
BEGIN
3771:= SEEL * 27.182813 + 71.415917;
SEEE:=SEEE - TRUNC(SEED);






IE TEST^.'-CEY O 2




LE PT )PR INT ( TES^













MUM < MAX EC
N
LN (COM?)?








EET(P p TY V 0Q'V E)»
IN












































[* THIS IS TEE IMPLEMENTATION OF A PRIORITY QUEUE BY *)
(* US! '.'J A LINKED-TRSE PROPERTY. A DATA TYPE PECORE 13 *)




LEFT ,RI GET :?TRJ
5EY f DESC:INTEGER;
e n r >
?AR ?! Uv : I NTEGER >
SEEDs REAL?
P^T : TEXT >
m7v|root:pt?.;
CCMDzCEA?.;
PROCEDURE INSERT (' :PTR ; PRTY : I NTEGER ) J ( -APES NEW NODF*)
B^GIN '' * I M SEPTS NEW ME 1" INTO TEE TRrr . :;r )
tt MUM— 1 TF^N ROOT :— N ( :;:r I ST ITEM *)
ELS E
begin
IE VT.IEY >= PRTY TEEN (*NE'a ITEM IS SMALLER *)
PEC I ?!
IF W~.LEFT O MIL THEN (* V.' HAS LEFT SON -0
IE V".RIGHT <> ML THEN (* a ALSO HAS RIGHT SON :;r )
3EG I N
IE ':; .LEET~.IESC >= w~. RIGHT". TESC THEN







BEGIN (* TRAVEL THRU LEFT BRANCH *)
V:=tf~.LEFT;






ELSE V~ .RIGHT :=N; (* LINK NEV ITEM A3 RIGHT SON-}
ENE
ELSE W .LEFT :=N ; (-LINE NE*' ITE»V. AS LSET SON*)
ENE
~L5 E










I M SEPT ( v N~ . EEY"* >
E'! D !
EM: (* ENI OE INSERT *)
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^^ 3C EP^RE rEL rr"' T ( V fl. "° X t ° T*5 ) > C* R^MOV 7 ^ "TTr mnnTPC^ jm-
- - — •
~Y:=X~.LE T T;
Z : = X~ .RIGHT '
I T I <> M IL TEEN (* LEFT SUBTREE ^XIST *)
*EGIN
IF Z <> NIL THEN (* RIGHT SUBTREE EXIST *>
BEGIN
IE Y~.HEY N = Z~.KEY T^EN
BEGIN (* MOVE LEFT SON TC THE PARENT POSITION*)
X~.XEY:= Y^.KEYJ
Y~.EESC : =Y~.E,ESC - 1!








^C: = '7 , ri? ^c~ 1?
j"?
''^.^E'^C <^ ? THEN X^.^IGHT t =NIT, (*PEA C^EU ^0 ^4f*
E M ET
tk? x : =X~ . ITFT ', ( *RI ^"T SUBTF.EE ^CES NOT EXIST !;: )
7»lT
~lse x:=x~.?ig5tj (-left subtree does not exist-)
nd;
BEGIN ( ; ::T5 ^T T
"
r
'c| v c tttt
^qdj yiTH HIGHEST p^^Y")
Tr mHST = \'IL THEN VRITELN ^PRT 'NO IT rv IN QUEUE.')
emeV
'






"^ GT J ' '•' n- "^ ?' v ? A
T
v S ci y^ov NUN"P ER ^ *
)
FECI!
S rTE:=3EEE * 27.132813 + 31.415917J




rT M C ' 3 E E I ) >
oM;Trv. = i_ + TRUNC (100*SEEr ) i
end;
PROCEDURE PRINT (TEST: FTP);
ETr t >i
IE TEST <> NIL THE'!
r r G 1 v
'"TTE'PPT,' ' ) J
H K I T (PPT T C T 7?V
PRINT (TEST .IEET)
7
pH INT (TEST** .RIGET ) '





"PT(J T N ("WJ T >J T3 X) r\ n -3 j y ~ \
? z'.-:?.
:







< i ?z rc
•C T fj J V
fe*RlTE(?RT f '>');
? Z 3 D L \' ' c c v r )
*






. ^ZY: =?A N'DON ?
n"\left:=nii;
N"!rssc:=0;




tt COM! = ' ? ' m n E
N
BEGIN
«j ttv . ssjjnM—1 ;
tt fjTj(w < 2 T^TN V. P ITFLN' (
'
\ n ITEI^I IN
'
ELSE
3? fjgw = (? THEN RCOT:=NIL ("LAST ITEM
ZLSZ
IE ?.C r?~.LZZT = ML TEE?.' ROOT:=ROO'
ZLS P








I? CC m D _ 'Tj' THp N BEST (ROOT)













;;; THIS IS THE IMPLEMENTATION C7 A PRIORITY CvJ pUE PY *)
(* USING AN AVL-TREE PROPERTY. A DATA TYPE* PEC ORE IS *)





LFFT .RIGET :PT? ;
BAL : -1 . . +1
;
ene;
V\ D P.CCT : PT?
f
HzEOOLFilN;




PROCEDURE INSER7(X:INTEGER5 VA^ PzPTRJ VAR E:£OOLEAN):
YAF P1,P2:PTR;
P:FGIN (* INSERTS TRF MEV NOP? INTO TPFF . *)
IF ? = ML TEEN (-IS REACEEE LEAF NOES .INSERT NEto ITEM*)
BVGIN (*C*EATE 1EW NCEE UNO INITIALIZE. * v
iii¥(p);










IF X s P**.KEY TEEN (*NEW ITF V IS Lr SS THAN PCCT P*
)
BEGIN
INSERT (X f P~.LEFT f E) J f* GO i'HRU LETT SON *)
IF 5 THEN (*LE?T BRANCH EAS GROWN EIGEER :;: )
BEGIN
CASE P*\EAL OF
2 \ P~ . 3AL : =-1 > (',STHI U'EIGHT IS SLANTED TO THE LEFT*)
1: BEGIN (*THE PPFVIOUS IMBALANCE AT P VAS *)
P~.BALz=0J (* PEEN EQUILIBRATEr. *)
H:=FALSFJ
ene;
-1: EEGIN (* REBALANCE SUETREE. *)
piz=p~.left;
IF P1~.?AL = -1 THEN











BEGIN (* TO L? ROTATION *)
?2:=?1~.RI0HT;
PI ".RIGHT :=?2~. LE^T*
P2~ . LEFT : =P1
J
P~. LEFT :=??". PI^HT;
P2~.RIGHT:=PJ
IF P2~.E.fl L = -1 T^EM
ELSE P~.RAL:=C;












INSERT(X t F~.RIGHT,E); (* GO THRU RIGHT SOX *)
IE E THEN (* RIGHT BRANCH n^.S GROWN HIGHER *)
BEG IX
CASE P~.EAL CE
?:P".BAL:=+i; ( :-'TEE WEIGHT IS SLANTED TC TEE RIGHT-)
-1: BEGIN ( ;? rEE PREVIOUS INBALANCE AT ? HAS *)
?~. r AL:=e; (* BEEN EGUILIBRATEE *)
H:=FALSTJ
Exr;
1: EEC- IN (* REBALANCE SUBTREE *)
P 1 : =P "" .RIGHT?




' i: I C xv ROTATION * )
P ~ . ? I r-E T : =P 1 ** . L E T " '
PI**. LE T T : =P>




BEGIN (* EC ^L
P2:=P1~.LE?TJ
Pi". IE FT :=P2'*. RIGHT?
P2~.RIGHT:=Pi;
P~. PI GET : =T3 2~ . T Er T >
?2~.LEET:=P;
IE P?**.3AL = + 1 THEN
ELSE P~.BAL:=3;


















5EEE:=SEED * 2^.192.Q 13 + 21.415917?
SEED:=SEED - TRUNC(SEEB);
RANrOM:=l + TRUNC (100*SEED)
?
end;
PROCEDURE BA. LANC (VAT? P:PTRJ VA? E:BOOLEAN)>
VAR Pl t ?2:PTR; (* REBALANCE TEE TREE AFTER EEL^TI CN* N
3ALl tBAL?:-l..+l!
BEGI^ (* E=TPUF f P_IGHT BRANCH HAS BECOME LESS EI SEEP.*)




,pAL j = - l '
h:=ealse;
end;




IE BAI1 <= e TEEN1
BEGIN (* CO LL ROTATION *)
P~.LETT:=P1~. RIGHT?
PI** . R IGET : =P J









P 1 ~ . B A L : =0 J
end;




BEGIN ( ;;: TO LP. ROTATION *)
?2 : =P1 ** .P iget;
13 A 12 :-P2~.BAL;
PI**.RIGHT :=P2~.LEET;





? 2 ** . ? I r- ?m : -P J




USE P" . BA L : =0
;









PRO CELL"07 DELETEfVAR p^d^pj VAR u : ^CCL 77 / N ^ >
VAR »:PT?:
BEGIN ( :;; EEIET^S T rE NOD 17 WITH HIGHEST PRIORITY ;i )
I? NUM = THEN ( :;: QUEUE IS EMPTY :;; )
BEG I N
WRITELN( 'QUEUE IS EMPTY');





I* P~.?IGFT <> NIL TEEN
BEGIN (* SEARCH UNTIL TO ^E.a.C 11 LEAE NODE *)
DELETE (P** .RIGHT ¥)* (* GO T nRU RIGHT SON :;: )






















ie come = 'i' teen
BEGIN
NUM:=NUK+i;
PRTY : =RA NJEOM
;





















r*TtTj5 Tq T^T I ^P 1" Z Mr v T a T ION nv ft PRI otJ ITY tjt't-!? cv #)
(*USING A 2—3 TRY- PROPERTY. / D.! T.S TY"°E REC nRD IS *^
(* USED TO f^DTjT'qv^'^ '"tt N^^FS IN ^"t •p^Tir sO
p o r» Q P »_ V 'TV 1 ^ ^ E v *
n y-j? r^-o
=**NorEf
NCD"C,=P T, CC'D D
ttttt1 t> j
n




»-. t i t i "• - » n vl - |u»:ai— r.,t |tKu . - - u »
j'po A KUM M *X S SV»' v 4 T : IN T^C TD T
SEEr:R3!ALi
BUT . TIT V Hfl •
T0 v,p
: CF 4 R >
Z : BOCLE^ N >
PROCEDURE UPDATE(7AR BOUND:PTR);
•c v r t m




BEGIN (*CREATE NEV VERTEX ANT PAKE RIGHTMOST TWO SONS 0"^ 'Z' 3;: )
iEF(X); (*LEFT AN! RIGHT SONS OF 'X' *)








. PARENT : =X J
z". right".parent :=x
z". right :=z". middle
z".riget".parent:=z
z~..v iddlz:=.'<:l;
IE Z".LEFT". COUNT O J TEZN'-'Z' IS T^~ FATHER 0^ LE** NODES 88*)
ESGIN









Z".L :—Zl". RIGHT". I* J (^ADJUST D AND M VALUES OE Z T T-T Fu L p .fl ^ :;: ;
Z1:=Z". right;*"
UPDATE(Zl);
Z". h:=Zl". RIGHT". MJ
2ND?
IE X". LIFT". COUNT <> 2 THEN (* 'X 'IS TEE FATHER OF LEAF NODES*)
BEGIN
X". M :=X".RIGHT". MJ (* ADJUoT L / NI tf VALUES OF 'X ' *)








X".L :"Xl". RIGHT". M! (*ADJUST L ANT M VALUFS OF 'X' *)
Xl:"l".RIGHT;
UPDATE ( XI ),'
X".iv :"Il".RIGHT". K;
— hi TV .
I? Z".PARENT=NIL THEN (*'Z* IS ROOT. CREATE NEW ROOT AND-)






















else (" 'z' is not root *)
fe:-: v :
f:=f".parent;
i? f".middle = ml tze.j ("father cf 'z ' 2as t^o son-)
BEGIN
X".PAREN7:=FJ
Ir 7 .LjlFT=L then
BEGIN(*NFW YZRFFX HZOyiS MIDDLE SON CF FATHER-;
F'\ V I II LE:=X;_




else (* new vertex 3ecomes right son of father :;: )
BEGIN
"
r ". v iriL 7 :=F'". OT -ETf
f"!-i:-zt:=x;
f".m:=f". middle". mj x:=nilj
TTT n iflTJTTW (sJStrTQUTCT E 3 T Q p t m y Tm-py n a v-? t*j 7. " CZEUZ 5'''1
BEGIN**
VEIIE F". PARENT <> ML TO
F:=F". parent;










IF ? .LIFT = Z IHEN(*NEVf VERTEX BECOMES SZCd'JD SCN v )






I J F~.RIGET = Z TESN(*NEV VERTEX BECOMES FOURTH SON-)










(* eni of peocziure addson *)
FUNCTION SEARCH( I: INTEGER; R:fTR):PTR?
BEG I
N
IF R~.LEFT ~.COUNT O fc TEEN (*RETU5N POINTER TO VERTEX'-)
SEARCH :=B
ZLSZ
IE A <= R~.L TEEN (*S2ARCE THRU LEFT SON-)
S Z A? C E : =S Z ARC E ( A , E*\ L ZZT )
ZL5 E
IF (A<=R~.M) AN I (R~.MIEELEONIL) THEN
SEA.PCE:=SEARCH(A,E~. MIDDLE) (^SEARCH TERIS MIZLLZ SCN :;: x
FLSF
SEARCH: sSSARC£(A v R
M
.RIGET) i (* SEARCH THRU RIGHT SON : "-
)
z::z; (*ese 6? function search *)





IF TZST O MIL TEEN
BEGIN
IF TZST". COUNT <> £ TEEN
BEGIN
I ill j-JHrxii f / >








FUNCTION RANDOM: INTEGER? (^GENERATES INTEGER NUM3ERS *)
BEGIN
SE£E:=SEEE * 27.ie^£13 * 31.41591?;
SZZL:=5EZD - TRUNC (SEED ) J
RANEOM:=l + ZRUNC (S3 - SZZZ);

r RO C EDURE I NSERT ( N UM : I N I FC ??. )
;
BEGIN
17 NBR=1 THEN(* THIS IS THE FIRST ITE^ in QUEUE *)
BEGIN
RCOT:=NIl;




L : -'& J
M:=CCUNT; parent:=nil;




fc*RITELN(PRT, 'RANDOM: ',«**. COUNT)
J
NEV(V); (* CRZATZ ZIRST RCCT I.N TRZ CUFUZ ANI "AXE *)
WITH V** DC (* TRZ FIRST ITEM AS LEFT SON CF RCCT *)
RFC- IN
CCU::T: = c;
























IF N**. COUNT >ROOT~.lFFT~.i\ THEN
BEGIN (* MAKE 2th ITEM, RIGHT SON 01 RCCT-)
fclwUI .rijr.,.-.u
ROOT** . M : =E OCT** . R I C ET** . M J

ELSE (*MAO SECOND ITEK, LEFT SON OE ROO'i *
)
BEGIN
root". right :=roct~. lett;
roct~.leet:=n;
ROOT"..* :=ROOT".Li
root" . l : =root" . lei t~ . m j
em;
END
:L5E (* QUEUE HAS ALFEAEY 2 OR MORE ITE tv: IN IT *)
BEGIN (* CREATE NEW NOLE ANE INITIALIZE *)






Y — —. mi — — # -r^ . —» ^- - , |-p M T T •
L £ s ^ : =«
I




VRITELN(?ET t 'N3R: '.NRR,' RANDOM: ',N~. COUNT);
F:=SEARCfi(N~.COUNT,ROOT); (* POINTER. TO THE FATHER CI *)
(* PROPER PLACE FOR NT* ITEM *)
IE F". KIDDLE = ML XHFN (* E HAS T*0 SONS *)
I? N". COUNT <= E".L THEN
BEGIN (* XAEZ THE \E« ITEK 3E LEFT SCIi CE 7 *)
F".MIDDLE:=F".LEFT;
i . LEFT : =N J
N~.PAEENT:=Fi




17 N". COUNT >= F".M TEEN
begin (-i\a::e new ITE^: right son CE E-)
F". KIDDLE :=F". RIGHT!
F".RIGET:=N ;
N~.P fcRENT:=FJ




''BILE F".PARENT <> NIL 10
BEGIN
II F". PARENT". KIDDLE = NIL THEN
F" .PAREN T" . M :=N " . COUN T
;
f:=f".parent;









SZ (* 7 ALRZAZY HAS TZRZZ SONS *)
l v N~ .COUNT <= F~.I THEN : :;: MAKE NEW VERTEX *)












IF N"". COUNT <= F~.M TEEN(* MAKE NFi* VERTEX *)









IE N". COUNT > F~. RIGHT". COUNT THEN


























II j".MIDDLE <> ML THEN (MEET BROTHER HAS Z SONS-;
3EGIN
Z .RIG



















FATHER . L : = J . M J
FATHER". M :=K".M;
WHILE FATHER". PARENT <> ML 10
BEGIN
fat eif : = fa t fee " . p arin t
;






J .RIGHT \—Z. .LEFT;
J".RIGHT". PARENT :=J!
- LEFT BROTHES HAS TWO SONS *)
E:=fatmf;








ELSE (-FATHER HAS Z SCN '-')
BEGIN
J :=FATHSH". MIDDLE;
IF J .MIDDLE-NIL THEN ( *iv:IL'i;LE BROTHER HAS TWO SCN 3*)
BEGIN
j~.mildle::=j". RIGHT;
7 7,?'? >.=T~ T,T"





*t I LE FATEER" . PA R EN T O NIL CO
BEG I N
FATHER :=FATRER". PARENT;




ELSE (* MIDDLE EROTHER HAS THREE SONS *)
BEGIN
k^.right:=k".left;






WHILE FATHER". PARENT <> NIL EO
BEGIN
FA THE? : =FA THER". PA RENT J








• ane (x~.pight=nil) t^en writeln (prt, 'no item')
I 7 (K~.MIDDLE=NIL) ANE (J^.RIGET^.COUNT <> 0) THEN
3EC-I\T (* THERE ARE ONLY TWO ITEMS IN T^E CUEU^ *)
















max :=k~. fight". count;
V;EITELfi(?RT,'MAX: '.MAX);
IE K~.MIDDLE = Nil TEEN SU3S0.N (* X HAS TWO SONS *)





l E '.• MA X : =H~ . R I GET" . C C UN T
;












PROCEDURE BEST;(*RETURNS RIGHT MOST ITEM IN THE OUIUE*)
VAR ?RTT:PT?;
PTG • IN ^tit"^ •
3EGIN
prtt:=root;




;;ritel"'j(prt, 'highest phiofity i 'i queue is : \big);
en:













IF CC,VT = *I * THEN
BEGIN*
M TTV . =p 4 M T Q V •
INSEP.T( NUM ) *
TNT
FLSF
jt? CO v D = 'D' TH'
BEGIN
N BH : =NER"-1 J
17 cone = '3' then best (* find highest priorty*)
eise '*'riteln(prt, 'invalil c^fj n? ' ) ;
fnt;
:nd.





(* T^IS IS T^F IMPLEMENTATION OF A PR I np I TY QUEUE T Y *)
(* USING A FIX PRIORITY PROPERTY. A TAT.4 TYPE ^ECORr *)
(* IS USFD TO REPRESENT Tr r 'JCCFS . THE ID FIl?Li) IN *j
(- TEE RFCOPD INDICATES T n F irF N; TI^ICATIO\ OF a ITEM.*)
?ROQ?jy fixprty;
CONST M.AX*50J









FI P.ST « LAST : ~C IT j
ENE ;
A=SET OF 1 .
.
y »
7AP B: ARRAY [12..M] OF NODE; (*INDEX C^ EXTERNAL NODES*)
TOTAL: A?
EEIGTI.X^AXIM.NW.PRTY.K: INTEGER;
C C v E : C? 4 ?»
SFEErRFALJ
Y,Z:PTR;
PROCEDURE INSERT(K:INTEGER); (* INSERTS TEE NEW NODE *)
BEGIN
NUv :=NUM+i;
NEW(Y)> (^CREATE NEW N^EE FOR NEW ITEM:*)
Y~.IE:=22: (*NEW ITEM IDENTIFICATION*)
Y~. %IFXT:=NIL;
IF B[Xl .LAST= ML THEN
ttqt'i (*FIRST ITHM IN THIS PRIORTY*)
B[E] .FIRST :=Y» (*LIN5 SEW ITEM*)
'[ r ] .LA3T:=Y;
REPEAT (*SET UP ARRAY JLONG PAT- THRU ROOT-)




ELSE (*THEPE 15 ATLEAST OAF, ITEM IN THIS PRIORTY*)
p V f T M




PROCEDURE E^LETE* (* REMOVES THE NODS WITH HIGHEST PR^Y.*^
V A ~° J : IN TEC-EP. f
vvr ry





'.'PILE J < N TO
^EGIN (* EIND TEE HIGHEST PRIORITY IN OUEUE*)
J:=2*J?
IE J+l IN TOTAL TEEN J:=J+1? (#G0 T-PU RIGHT SON*)
end;
I r ? [J] .EI^S T <> '[J] .LAST TEEN (*TEERE ARE AT LEAST ?~ }
B[J] .EI RST:=B[Jl .SIRS T~. NEXT (#ITEM IN TEIS PRIORTY*)
^LSE






17 (J MOD 2) = THEN
BEGIN ( r: V'E ARE ON THE L^^T SON, SINCE RIGHT SON IS
5;;V




IE J-l IN TOTAL TEEN J : =1 ( ~' : '.''E ARE ON THE RIGET SCN*)
ELSE (*DON'T CHANCE ITS FOOT*)









FUNCTION ~° 4 *."" ^M : I NTEG'R,R J f^GEN'F'RATES RANDOM NUMBERS*)
£1*(1 T (k|
SEEEc^SE^E * ?7. 192813 + 31.415917?
S^ED:—SEED — TRUNC ^S^^B)
?
pj vTr>w. = i 4. "•'OTjfjr ^M * cipT?r-);
END?
pPO r, 'CpTJ'Dir O-Clvm.
YAP V : I N TEC-E" J
:?". t <u
r q p. 7 : = 1 TO v BO
TEC IN
IE V IN TOTAL TEE'!









r -P r T
ty (




TOTAL : = [] :
vnu X:=ll T y PC
BEGIN (* INITIALIZE FXTEPNAI NOrES ''
)
P [T] .FIRST : =N II *
15









REPEAT (*?IND RIGHT MOST POSITION ON (HEIGH T-l )*
)
MAXIM: =2 * MAXIM?
ittt r Tin . =r?T r t»c _ 1 •
UNTIL rrFISTH=?»
MAXIM :*=MAXIM - 1 J





T tt CC M F = 'I ' THEN
BEGIN





'RA NL M : ' , ?F T Y )
;
5:=MAXIM + P?TY? ( ;,:?ROPFF I N L F* Z VP| R THF NE» ITFiv:;i )
jl? 7 s m T^EN
BEGIN
=::=(:<:-m) + (N-i);





iv cc v r = 'r' tff:j delete
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